ADDRESS: 6 Lansdowne Hill, London, SE27 0AR
Application Number: 19/02840/FUL

Case Officer: Mr Senan Kelleher

Ward: Knight’s Hill

Date Received: 31/07/2019

Proposal: Demolition of the existing buildings and erection of a part 6 and part 7 storey
building to provide 51 residential flats (Use Class C3) with amenity space at 5th floor level,
and erection of a separate 4 storey office building (Use Class B1(a)), together with
provision of cycle stores, car parking spaces, refuse/recycling stores, landscaping and
new pedestrian links.
Applicant: Leyton Clubs (London) Ltd

Agent: Boyer Planning

RECOMMENDATION

1. Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion
of an agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990 (as amended) containing the planning obligations listed in this report.

2. Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport
and Development to:

a. Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes; and
b. Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this
report, addendums and/or PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the
Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

3. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and
there is a subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Assistant
Director of Planning, Transport and Development, having regard to the heads
of terms set out in this report, addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate
and complete a document containing obligations pursuant to Section 106 of
the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) in order to meet the
requirement of the Planning Inspector.

4. In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within six
months of committee, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director

of Planning, Transport and Development to refuse planning permission for
failure to enter into a section 106 agreement for the mitigating contributions
identified in this report, addendums and/or the PAC minutes.

SITE DESIGNATIONS

Relevant site designations:
District Centre Boundary - West Norwood District Centre Boundary - North
District Centre Primary Shopping Area - West Norwood District Centre Primary Shopping
Area
Neighbourhood Planning Areas - Norwood Planning Assembly
Site Allocations - Site Allocation 18: 286-362 Norwood Road SE27
Smoke Control Area - Smoke Control Area

LAND USE DETAILS

Site area (ha):

0.28

NON-RESIDENTIAL DETAILS

Use Class

Use Description

Floorspace (m2)
(Gross Internal Area)

Existing

B2/ Sui

Laundry (vacant)

1,482

C3

51 residential units

4,491

B1(a)

Office

992

Generis
Proposed

RESIDENTIAL DETAILS

Residential
Type

No. of bedrooms per unit

Total
Habitable
Rooms

Studio
Existing

1

2

3

4

Total

2

4

5

11

36

2

1

2

5

15

N/A

Proposed Social Rented
On-Site
Intermediate
(Shared
Ownership)
Private/Market

1

11 21

2

35

92

Total

1

15 26

9

51

143

Amount (£)
Payment in Lieu of

N/A

Affordable Housing
Details/Trigger
Review Mechanism

Pre-implementation review of viability (if
an agreed level of progress has not
been made within 24 months of the
decision)

ACCESSIBILITY

Number of C3
Units
M4(2) Units

46

M4(3) Units

5

PARKING DETAILS

Car Parking Spaces

Car Parking Spaces

% of

Bike

Motor-

(General)

(Disabled)

EVCP

Spaces

cycle
Spaces

Resi

Commercial

Visito

Resi

Commercial

6

2

Visitor

r
Existing
Proposed

135

AUDIT TRAIL
Consultation
Name/Position

Lambeth

Date Sent

department
Susan Boucher,

Legal and

Lawyer

Governance

04/09/2019

Date

Report

Comments

Received

Cleared

in para:

04/09/2019

12/09/2019

Incorporated
throughout

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

i.

The planning application is an amended version of a previous submission under
planning reference 18/00580/FUL, which officers recommended for approval at
Planning Application Committee on 26th March 2019. Members overturned the
recommendation and the application was subsequently refused on 12th April 2019
for one reason. The reason for refusal relates to the materiality (including the choice
of brick type and colour) of the scheme and the architectural detailing of the partially
blank east elevation of Block C. This planning application includes revisions to the
materiality (including the choice of brick type and colour), and the architectural
detailing of the east elevation of Block C. The application is otherwise identical to
the previous application.

ii.

The application site is a backland site located to the north of Lansdowne Hill and the
west of Waylett Place, in the Knight’s Hill ward. Its eastern boundary is set back
approximately 45 metres to the west of the Norwood Road high street but has no
established access to the highway. The main access point to the application site is
from the south, through a narrow access corridor that runs northwards from
Lansdowne Hill. This narrow strip of land leads to the heart of the site which forms
an L-shape. The site forms part of the Site 18 designation under Local Plan policy
PN7 (West Norwood).

iii.

The proposal seeks to demolish the existing buildings to enable a mixed-use
redevelopment of the site. The main access point would be upgraded. The linear
access corridor would open to the heart of the site, where a paved and landscaped
service courtyard would separate two proposed buildings and would form a newly
created street. The larger building would be split into two blocks – Block A, and
Block B – providing 51 new residential units in a long building up to seven storeys in
height. A second building – Block C – would provide 992 m2 of office
accommodation, in Use Class B1a, over four floors and would contain a green roof,
accessed from the core. It would run along the eastern boundary of the site, with
direct access from Waylett Place. There would be dedicated refuse, recycling and
cycle storage facilities serving each of the blocks. The proposal would facilitate the
creation of two pedestrian routes from the York Hill estate.

iv.

The Council as Local Planning Authority has a statutory obligation to assess the
application on its planning merits. This means that it must be considered with regard
to the development plan and any other material considerations (in accordance with
section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and section 38(6) of the
Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004) – see section 7 below.

v.

In terms of land use principle, Site 18 (286 – 362 Norwood Road) is a significant
opportunity site that has been allocated for redevelopment in the Lambeth Local
Plan. Its boundary and objectives have been defined under Policy PN7 (West
Norwood) which states that the council will support development on all or part of
Site 18 and seeks to fulfil eleven criteria set for the Site 18 designation. Not all
criteria apply in this instance due to the location and proportion of the application
site in relation to the overall Site 18 designation. Local Plan policy ED2 (Business,
industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs) seeks to protect the existing employment
use, while policy PN7, amongst other things, promotes mixed-use development to
include housing. The proposed residential and office uses are supported in principle
and strike a balance between the two.

vi.

In terms of affordable housing provision, the proposal follows the Mayor’s Fast
Track Route. It would deliver 35.66% affordable housing by habitable room,
comprising 11 social rented units and 5 shared ownership units. There would be a
tenure split of 71:29 social rent to intermediate units by habitable room. The
intermediate provision would be in shared ownership. The scheme cannot access
public subsidy to increase the affordable housing offer.

vii.

The fall in topography away from the York Hill Estate towards the town centre would
allow a massing of up to 7 storeys for the residential element, reducing to 4 storeys
for the commercial block, in the backland application site to sit comfortably within
this context. Officers support the choice of materials which would include a mixture
of different brick textures, details and tones, together with different material, such as
metal, to add visual interest. The principal difference between the current and
previous planning applications is the replacement of bricked up openings with
ceramic backed panels on a portion of Block C’s east elevation (the office block
fronting Waylett Place), and the change in brick type (specifically colour throughout
the site. These changes directly address the previous reason for refusal. The
proposal is otherwise identical to the previous scheme.

viii.

The proposal is considered acceptable in design terms. The amended proposal
seeks to demonstrate how it would sit in the context of the West Norwood town
centre, and how it would contribute to Norwood’s sense of place. One of the
principal amendments to the proposal relates to the palette of materials. The choice
of brick type and colour has been re-examined in order to respond positively to, and
echo, the wider context, particularly the York Hill Estate and the Norwood Road.
The site layout would maximise the potential of the application site and would
facilitate the future development of contiguous land on the neighbouring sites, acting
as a catalyst for wider Site 18 development progression in line with policy PN7. The
amended application includes ceramic backed glazing and aluminium panels on the
northern portion of Block C, to address the previous reason for refusal. This would
ensure that a potential future perpendicular block could abut proposed Block C.
However, rather than having bricked up recessed openings presenting as a partially
blank facade, the proposed amended finish would allow the east elevation (and the
north elevation) of Block C, on observation on approach from the town centre, to
read as an active and animated building frontage opening to Waylett Place. Officers
are satisfied that Block C would not prejudice the future development of the
adjoining sites. The amended proposal has No harm has been identified to heritage
assets.

ix.

The development would provide an acceptable standard of residential
accommodation, and would not adversely impact neighbour amenity. It would be
suitably mitigated (either through condition or legal obligation) in terms of its impact
upon transport and servicing, environmental considerations, as well as sustainable
design and construction.

x.

Overall the scheme would deliver a number of planning benefits, by way of
providing a better employment provision (when compared with the existing offer on
the vacant site), the creation of 51 new dwellings, including a good affordable
housing offer, facilitating two new pedestrian walkways from the York Hill Estate to
Waylett Pace and the wider town centre. Officers have assessed the proposals with
regard to the statutory development plan (comprising the Lambeth Local Plan and
the London Plan) and to the national, strategic and local policies contained within
the NPPF and any other relevant material planning considerations; and the
application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions and completion of a
Section 106 legal agreement.

OFFICER REPORT

Reason for referral to PAC: The application is reported to the Planning Applications
Committee in accordance with the Committee’s terms of reference, which states:

Applications to be determined by the Planning Applications Committee:

(1)(i) where (a) The number of dwelling houses to be provided is 10 or more;
(b) The development is to be carried out on a site having an area of 0.5 hectare or more.
(ii)

The provision of a building or buildings where the floor space to be created

including changes of use, by the development is 1,000 square metres or more; and
(iii)
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1.1

Development carried out on a site having an area of 1 hectare or more.

APPLICATION SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA

The application site is a backland site located to the north of Lansdowne Hill and the west of
Waylett Place, in the Knight’s Hill ward. Its eastern boundary is set back approximately 45
metres to the west of Norwood Road high street but has no established access to the
highway.

1.2

The main access point to the application site is from the south, through a narrow access
corridor (approximately 5 metres wide at its pinch point) that runs approximately 28 metres
northwards from Lansdowne Hill. This narrow strip of land leads to the heart of the site which
forms an L-shape.

1.3

Two storey mews type residential dwellings (8-20 Lansdowne Hill) bound the site to the
south. The access route to the application site runs along the eastern boundary of that site.
There are a number of two storey commercial premises fronting Sydenham Place which runs
along the eastern boundary of the access point. These include a fast food take away and a
printing studio. Sydenham Place also serves the rear of a three storey building, comprising
an Iceland Foods retail unit (348 to 352 Norwood Road) with residential properties above (20
Waylett Place).

1.4

The site is bound to the north by an access ramp leading to the top of the B&Q rooftop car
park (a part two, part three storey building at 304-322 Norwood Road); the north boundary is
also shared with a playground.

1.5

To the east of the application site, there is a surface level car park on the opposite side of the
street. This is accessed from Waylett Place, with three storey properties beyond this, which
front Norwood Road and comprise of commercial uses on the ground floor and a mix of
business and residential uses on the upper floors. These properties fall within the West
Norwood District Centre Primary Shopping Area.

1.6

To the west of the site, on higher ground, is the York Hill Estate, designed by Hugh Minty &
Partners in 1947, and built between 1949 and 1951, on cleared bombsites. The nine blocks
that form the estate comprise between two and five storey buildings, set within spacious
landscaped grounds that climb the slope between York Hill and Lansdowne Hill. The
elevations are of war red brick with white rendered deck access balconies on the outer sides
and smaller individual balconies to the flats overlooking the long garden quadrangles. The
blocks were designed with flat roofs, though some blocks had hipped pitched roofs added
later.

1.7

The application site currently contains a vacant industrial warehouse with ancillary
outbuildings and a service yard. The premises was previously used as a laundry. The
buildings are single storey, are in a poor condition, and have a wide site coverage. The site
has notable level differences and rises from east to west.

1.8

The application site comprises the south-western portion of designated Site 18: 286-362
Norwood Road, SE27, as allocated in policy PN7 (West Norwood) of the Local Plan.

1.9

The site falls within the West Norwood district centre boundary.

1.10 The site has a public transport accessibility level (PTAL) rating of 6a which is considered

excellent.
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SITE IMAGE

Figure 1: Application Site and Surrounding Area
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3.1

PROPOSAL

The proposal seeks to demolish the existing buildings to enable a mixed-use redevelopment
of the site. The main access point would be as per the existing access from Lansdowne Hill
but it would be upgraded. The linear access corridor would open to the heart of the site,
where a paved and landscaped service courtyard would contain eight blue badge car parking
spaces. The courtyard would be large enough to allow a refuse vehicle to enter and exit the
site in forward gear. This space would separate two proposed buildings and would form a
newly created street.

3.2

One larger building would be split into two blocks – Block A, and Block B – based around two
respective access and circulation cores. It would provide 51 new residential units in a long
building up to seven storeys in height, running parallel to the western boundary. Five of the
units would have their own front doors along the eastern elevation, and direct access to their
west facing private rear gardens.

3.3

A second building – Block C – would provide 992 m2 of office accommodation, in Use Class
B1a, over four floors and would contain a green roof, accessed from the core. It would run
along the eastern boundary of the site, with direct access from Waylett Place.

3.4

The proposal would provide a mixture of 1-bed (x16), 2-bed (x26) and 3-bed (x9) units, of
which 16 units (335.66% by habitable room) would be affordable housing, with a tenure split
of 11:5 in favour of social rent, with 5 units in shared ownership. This would represent a
71:29 tenure split. Block B would be dedicated to the provision of affordable housing units,
while Block A would primarily serve the private market dwellings (with the exception of the
own-door maisonette units and one shared ownership unit).

3.5

There would be two separate communal amenity areas to the rear of Blocks A and B, and
there would be an additional communal area on the roof which could be accessed from both
cores. All residents would benefit from access to all of the communal areas.

3.6

There would be dedicated refuse, recycling and cycle storage facilities serving each of the
blocks.

3.7

The proposal would facilitate the creation of two pedestrian routes from the York Hill estate,
running along the northern and southern flanks of the scheme, through the heart of the
application site, onto Waylett Place. This would improve permeability to the town centre.

Figure 2: Proposal on Approach from Main Entrance (Looking North)
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RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY
18/00580/FUL – Application Refused – 12/04/2019

Demolition of the existing building and erection of a part 6 and part 7 storey building to
provide 51 residential flats (Use Class C3) with amenity space at 5th floor level, and erection
of a 4 storey office building (Use Class B1(a)), together with provision of cycle stores, car
parking spaces, refuse/recycling stores, landscaping and a new pedestrian links

Reason for refusal:

By reason of the materiality (including the choice of brick type and colour) of the scheme,
and the architectural detailing of the partially blank east elevation of Block C; the proposal
would fail to reinforce local distinctiveness and would create (in respect of Block C) an
unbalanced and visually discordant eastern elevation, and the impression of a partially
inward looking scheme, that would fail to respond to the positive aspects of the local context
and the historic character of the West Norwood town centre. As such the development
would not be of sufficient design quality and would set an unwelcome precedent for the
future regeneration of the wider West Norwood Town Centre Opportunity Site which seeks to

deliver a mixed use heart for West Norwood; contrary to adopted Local Plan policy Q5 'Local
Distinctiveness' (a & b) and policy PN7 (a) `West Norwood' and the Design Principles and
Key Development Considerations for Site 18 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).
5

5.1

REVISED SCHEME

The previous refusal was grounded in the choice of materials (specifically the chosen brick
type and colour) of the proposal and the architectural articulation of the eastern elevation of
Block C. The amended scheme seeks to address both of these concerns. In essence, the
amended proposal replaces bricked-up openings with ceramic backed glazing, and the
choice of brick (specifically colour) has been changed to reflect the surroundings. These
points are taken in turn below and described in more detail.

Materiality
5.2

The amended proposal seeks to demonstrate how it would sit in the context of the West
Norwood town centre, and how it would contribute to Norwood’s sense of place. One of the
principal amendments to the proposal relates to the palette of materials. Specifically, the
choice of brick type and colour has been re-examined in order to respond positively to, and
echo, the wider context. Blocks A and B would be predominantly finished in red brick in
response to the neighbouring York Hill Estate, but tones of alternating brickwork would be
introduced, with lighter brick tones, to transition towards Block C and the wider town centre
beyond. The blocks would also use a darker brick tone to articulate their base, and rusticated
brickwork to articulate and differentiate their top.

5.3

Block C would have a lighter toned buff brick finish in response to the neighbouring
developments at Waylett Place and the wider town centre, particularly Norwood Road. Again,
there would be a darker brick tone to articulate the base.

East Elevation of Block C
5.4

The previous planning application included a partially blank east elevation to Block C
(bricked up openings rather than windows). This was an amendment sought by officers to
overcome concerns raised by Area Regeneration who were concerned that openings
overlooking Waylett Place could prejudice the potential future development of the council
owned car park site. It was recommended that the proposal should not have openings on the
northern portion of the east elevation (a stretch of approximately 14 metres along the façade
would have bricked up openings rather than windows). This was to facilitate a potential future
development block that could abut proposed Block C, at a perpendicular angle. Amendments

were forthcoming and the openings along a 14 metre stretch of the east elevation of Block C
were removed. The proposal articulated the omitted openings through recessed brickwork on
that elevation, maintaining the proportions of the bricked up openings fronting Waylett Place
in keeping with the retained openings on the southern portion. The subsequent reason for
refusal described an unbalanced and visually discordant eastern elevation, and the
impression of a partially inward looking scheme. The reason for refusal stated that the
proposal would fail to reinforce local distinctiveness, and would fail to respond to the positive
aspects of the local context and the historic character of the West Norwood town centre,
albeit that reasoning was coupled with materiality.

5.5

The amended proposal seeks to demonstrate how it would sit in the context of the West
Norwood town centre, and how it would contribute to Norwood’s sense of place. The
introduction of Ceramic backed glazing and aluminium panels on the east elevation would
ensure that a potential future perpendicular block could abut proposed Block C. However,
rather than having bricked up recessed openings presenting as a partially blank facade, the
proposed amended finish would allow the east elevation of Block C, on observation on
approach from the town centre, to read as an active and animated building frontage opening
to Waylett Place.

Officer Note: Section 6 has been omitted due to a formatting error. The report continues at section
7
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CONSULTATIONS

Conservation & Urban Design
7.1

The proposals were reviewed in terms of the proposed scale and massing, the site layout,
landscaping, architectural expression and materials, amenity, unit layout, and refuse and
cycle storage, as well as the surrounding context including the potential impacts on the
future development of neighbouring sites. It was noted that the proposal allows for the
creation of pedestrian links to the York Hill Estate and would not prejudice adjacent sites to
come forward. Conditions were recommended to secure and agree further details and
specifications of the proposals. The Conservation and Urban Design Team raised no
objection to the amended scheme. These issues are considered in detail in the planning
assessment section (Design and Conservation).

Planning Policy

7.2

The Planning Policy Team explained that the application site is key to the development and
regeneration of West Norwood and is therefore within the West Norwood Town Centre
Opportunity Area and forms part of site 18 (286-362 Norwood Road). The council's
preference is for the comprehensive redevelopment of the site. The site allocation policy for
site 18 (policy PN7) would support development on all or part of that site, and as the site
has come forward for development on its own, the proposed development needs to be
compatible with the stated aspirations for the wider site, be consistent with other
development plan policies, and not prejudice the development potential of adjoining sites.
Policy observations noted that the West Norwood and Tulse Hill Manual for Delivery
provides guidance on the development of Site 18 but it does not form part of the
development plan (refer to section 7 of this report which explains the status of the guidance
document). Policy ED2 requires the replacement of existing employment floorspace. These
points are addressed in the planning assessment section (Land Use Principle). Advice was
also provided on Zero-carbon homes and this is addressed in the Sustainable Design and
Construction section.

Employment and Skills
7.3

It was advised that a development of this scale would be obliged to contribute to vocational
training and employment support. This is considered further in the Planning Obligations and
CIL section of the report.

Area Regeneration Team
7.4

The Area Regeneration Team have no objection to the planning application.

Environment Agency
7.5

No comments to make on this planning application as it falls outside our remit as a statutory
planning consultee.

Transport Lambeth
7.6

The Transport Team confirmed that their comments made on the previous application
under reference 18/00580/FUL would still apply. They had no objection to the application.
Comments were provided relating to accessibility, access, trip generation, car parking, car
club membership, cycle parking, provision of a cyclehoop pump, travel planning, servicing
and deliveries, and construction management. Conditions were recommended and it was
advised that obligations should be secured through a legal agreement to ensure mitigation
measures are delivered.

Sustainability Team (Air Quality)
7.7

The Sustainability Team had no objection to the application. Comments were provided
relating to air quality neutrality, and construction impacts. It was recommended that a
comprehensive Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP) should be secured by
condition and agreed with the council prior to the commencement of any works. Further
conditions were recommended to ensure registration of non-road mobile machinery, and to
agree the details of proposed gas boiler systems.

Sustainability Team (Flooding)
7.8

Officers are satisfied that the scheme is identical to the previous planning application under
18/00580/FUL in terms of the site layout and built form. Therefore, the drainage and
flooding considerations are identical. The Sustainability Team have no objection to the
planning application. Comments were provided relating to flood risk and sustainable
drainage and a condition was recommended to secure the details of, and agree, a final
drainage scheme.

Energy and Sustainability
7.9

Officers are satisfied that the scheme is broadly identical to the previous planning
application under 18/00580/FUL in terms of the site layout and built form. Therefore, the
sustainability considerations are the same. The Sustainability Consult has again raised no
objection to the application. Comments were provided on decentralised energy, the
provision of a CHP system, sustainable design and construction, BREEAM ratings for the
commercial unit, overheating, green roofs, water efficiency, and carbon reduction
measures. Conditions were recommended to secure and agree further details and
specifications of the sustainability elements of the scheme and a mechanism to secure a
carbon offset payment (through a legal agreement).

Design Out Crime Officer
7.10

The Design Out Crime Officer had no objection to the application. It was explained that the
proposal should be able to achieve the security requirements of Secured by Design through
the adoption of standards that reduce the opportunity for crime. This will create a safer,
more secure and sustainable environment. A Secured by Design pre-occupation condition
was recommended if the application is supported.

Waste Consultant
7.11

During the assessment of the previous planning application under 18/00580/FUL, Veolia
Waste, Lambeth’s waste consultant, wrote in support of the waste management

arrangements described in the Design and Access Statement. The current proposal
presents identical waste management arrangements and Veolia confirmed that the
proposed amended scheme would have no impact on those arrangements.

TfL
7.12

Officers are satisfied that the scheme is identical to the previous planning application under
18/00580/FUL in terms of its access, servicing and transport arrangements. Therefore, TfL
have provided comments to the same effect as the previous application and noted that
Norwood Road, approximately 65 metres east of the site entrance, forms part of the
Strategic Road Network and the development must not have an adverse impact on its
operation. Observation were made relating to the car free status of the proposal, the blue
badge provision, the commitment to car club membership, cycle parking provision, and the
draft travel plan. Conditions were recommended to secure the final travel plan, a delivery
and service plan, and a construction logistics plan. It was recommended that any necessary
mechanism for monitoring be secured through a legal agreement. TfL welcomed the
improved access arrangement into the site, both for step free pedestrian movements from
Waylett Place, and the improvements to access routes into the communal spaces. The
improvements were described as compliant with draft London Plan policy T2 (Healthy
Streets). The addition of electric vehicle charging points for all blue badge parking spaces
was welcomed. It was recommended that the provision of cycle parking spaces be
increased in line with policy T5 of the draft London Plan 2017 for TfL to support the
scheme.

7.13

[Officer response: TfL comments are to the same effect as those received under the
assessment of the previous planning application, where additional details were forthcoming
during that assessment to ensure that the scheme would be future proofed against the draft
London Plan standards The current application is identical with respect to all transport
considerations and the proposed cycle storage facilities would meet the requirements of the
emerging London Plan.]

Thames Water
7.14

Thames Water had no objection to the application. Comments were made relating to
groundwater discharge, as well as the proximity to, and capacity of, local infrastructure.
Informatives were recommended to be placed on any consent, in the event that the
application was to be successful.

Arboricultural and Landscape Planning Officer

7.15

The Arboricultural and Landscape Officer had no objection to the application. Conditions
were recommended to: ensure that nearby trees would be protected; to secure details of a
comprehensive and high quality landscaping scheme, that would mitigate for the limited
amenity provision of the site, and create a landscaped street environment; to secure
mitigating tree replacement planting; and to secure a wide species range of plants to
provide all year interest and factor in habitat provision for local fauna.

Environmental Health consultant
7.16

Regulatory Support Services have no objection to the current planning application.
Comments were provided on the impacts of noise, contamination and construction. It was
recommended that the proposal would not result in unacceptable harm and the proposal
could proceed subject to the recommended conditions to secure details of proposed plant,
an assessment of acoustic impacts, a scheme of noise and vibration attenuation, a scheme
to ensure that amenity spaces are protected from harmful noise, a construction
environment management plan (CEMP), a delivery and servicing management plan, a site
investigation scheme, remediation plan and verification plan (relating to contamination), a
Basement Method Statement and Flood Risk Assessment, and details of waste and
recycling storage. Informatives were recommended to remind the applicant of the former
use of the site and its potential for contaminants and the presence of groundwater. Further
consultation with the Environmental Health Consultant confirmed that a Basement Risk
Assessment condition would not be required as there is no basement proposed. Other
excavation matters should be subject to Building Control and construction management
controls.
Cllr Jane Pickard on behalf of Knight’s Ward Councillors

7.17

The wording of the objection is provided in full below:

While the appearance of the scheme has improved, ward councillors still object on
two grounds:

1.

Height of the building: We still feel that the height of the building will mean it

seems out of keeping with the rest of the town centre especially when viewed from
Lansdowne Hill. We would have preferred to see building heights slowly stepping
down towards the town centre. West Norwood residents have always stated, in
reports and consultations going back many years, that six storeys should be the
maximum height allowed in the town centre area. And the Manual for Delivery

proposes heights in Norwood Road itself that match the opposite side of the road –
three to four storeys – to avoid a canyon effect.
Policy PN7 says: “Development will need to be of an appropriate scale and form
and respect the rich conservation and heritage of the town centre, taking account of
factors such as building heights and the setting of adjacent development and locally
important views”.

We propose limiting the height to five storeys.

2.

Footpath to York Hill Estate: As stated in our comments on the last planning

application, residents on the York Hill estate have expressed concern about the idea
of introducing new pedestrian access points into the estate for security reasons.
They see this as making it easier for petty criminals to come and go from the estate.
While the Manual for Delivery does argue for improved pedestrian and cycle links,
the argument for an alternative north-south route running parallel with the polluted
Norwood Road seems to us far stronger than the proposal for further east-west links
into the estate.
If there was to be an additional footpath to the estate, it is arguable that this should
be limited to the proposal for one to the north of the new development since the
more southerly one presented on the current designs hardly saves time in
accessing the town centre. Having said that, there are other objections to any
footpath including the fact that the incline is too steep for a ramp, necessitating
steps, which make the route inaccessible to buggies, wheelchairs, or people with
impaired mobility. The other objection to the more northerly footpath into the estate
is the possibility that it will cut across an existing play area where there is outdoor
gym equipment and a space for ball games.
The Manual for Delivery appears to earmark the play area for development. But this
was never discussed during the consultation. The discussion revolved around rather
vague ideas about pedestrian through-routes. Similarly, the proposal to scrap
Waylett Place carpark and build on it was never discussed. As pointed out in the
Manual, some residents were very keen on the carpark, while others commented on
the semi-derelict state of it which puts people off using it.
The consultation which led to the Manual for Delivery focused on broad, general
issues, so we would argue against the Manual being used as a detailed blueprint for
planning purposes. It is very unlikely that residents of York Hill estate had any idea
that extra footpaths on to the estate were being proposed.

Most of the residents we have spoken to living in blocks adjacent to the site are
opposed to the plans. They cite concerns about the footpath, parking, losing views
(including of St Luke’s Church) from windows and balconies and losing morning
sunshine. They anticipate the block will seem overbearing.
We would propose altering the designs to close off the footpath/steps on to the
estate.

[Officer response: The massing of the building is considered in the Design and
Conservation section of this report where officers conclude that it is acceptable. Facilitating
new pedestrian routes is one of the criteria contained with the site specific policy (PN7) and
this is considered throughout the report (Background, Land Use Principle, Design and
Conservation, Design Out Crime and Transport and Servicing sections).]

Norwood Action Group and Norwood Planning Assembly (Joint Objection)
7.18

Officers provide the following summary of the objection:


The amended application should consider all key issues again and not just the
formal reason for refusal provided under the previous planning application
(18/00580/FUL). The community groups object on the basis of land use principle.
The objection states that the proposal does not comply with the London Plan or
adopted local plan policy PN7, or draft new policies for both.



The objection asserts that, rather than providing hard to let office floor space, the
provision of proposed employment floor space should include uses such as leisure,
fitness, food/drink and retail uses to meet policy PN7 objectives and London Plan
policy E7, and to provide new destinations and footfall for West Norwood and
bolster vitality and prosperity.



The office use is not viable and is only included to satisfy policy requirements. Its
offer is worsened by removing windows and market conditions. It may never be
delivered and its inclusion impacts the affordable housing offer. Even if it was
delivered, it would not bring significant activity and vitality to the area.



The proposed retention of generic employment floor space through the provision of
an office use of a lessor area demonstrates that the application of policy ED2
overrides the objectives of policy PN7 for Site 18 in the previous officer assessment,
but the site specific policy must be given greater weight.



The proposal provides residential and office uses and new access, and would only
meet three of the eleven strands of policy PN7 and defeats the specific site policy.
The remaining requirements would need to be offset within other portions of Site 18.

There is a risk that subsequent planning applications on Site 18 would only deliver
residential and office uses rather than the heart of West Norwood.


Officers have encouraged the applicant to use the Manual for Delivery to guide their
proposal, but this is guidance only, and officers acted ultra vires by recommending
that they block out windows in the office block. This will limit flexibility of the space
and block light and ventilation to safeguard a potential future development that may
never be delivered.



Piecemeal development will result in incomplete and unsatisfactory access through
Site 18. There are no destinations or public spaces in this application and the space
would be privatised.



The links to the York Hill Estate may not be delivered due to opposition due to
safety concerns. The area around the site is considered a threating location and the
application would not address this. The stepped access would not benefit those with
limited mobility or those with push chairs. This element should be omitted as it is
unwelcome.



There should be an interim use of the spaces that would facilitate the links through
the site as they may never be delivered.



The design is bland and does not provide a landmark or destination for the area. It
would undermine the vitality of the town centre and set a precedent for the wider
Site 18. The ceramic backed glazing would be lifeless with no lighting or movement.
There would be no outlook from inside, no natural light and no ventilation and there
would be no passive surveillance as a result. Designing the proposal to facilitate
speculative development of the land to the east should not be used in justifying the
current proposal and the office block should include real windows which would be
removed if a future development proposal came forward. The assessment should
be based on facts, not assumptions.



Piecemeal development of Site 18 should be resisted as further site assembly is
likely.



The potential for site assembly is growing and the applicant could submit a joint
planning application for a larger area of Site 18. The application is silent on land
assembly.

[Officer response: adopted policy PN7, and the wider aspirations for Site 18, are considered
under the Land Use Principle section of this report. Access and design issues are
considered under their respective sections (Transport and Servicing, Design Out Crime,
and Design and Conservation). The joint objection is appended to the report – Appendix 5]

Adjoining Owners/Occupiers

7.19

Public consultation was undertaken in accordance with statutory and council requirements.

7.20

Neighbourhood letters were sent to inform local residents of the proposals. Six site notices
were erected in the vicinity of the application site, and a planning press notice was
published in the South London Press on 09/08/2019. The Consultation expired on
06/09/2019 and this represented an extended 28 day consultation due to the summer
holiday period.

7.21

In total, 141 neighbourhood letters were posted. At the time of writing, a total of 13
representations were received (11 objecting to the proposal and 2 supporting the proposal).
The issues raised are summarised in the table below and an officer response is provided,
where applicable.

Summary of Objections

Officer Response

Land Use Principle
Development in the area is so long

Noted

overdue and the revised plans are
welcome, including the residential
element. The area is in desperate need of
redevelopment. The application site is
dilapidated. The redevelopment of the
area has to start somewhere - rejecting
everything proposed will just prevent the
area from ever moving forward and it will
continue in the level of decline it is
currently experiencing.
This proposal will fatally undermine the

Other than this planning application,

very positive plans for West Norwood

there are no other planning proposals

town centre.

before the Local Planning Authority for
consideration. The Local Planning

Given that the council has only recently

Authority have a statutory obligation to

purchased the B&Q site, can it make

assess the proposal, as submitted for

sense to shoot the PN7 policy in the foot

consideration. The individual planning
merits of the planning application must

by giving the go-ahead to this proposal at

be tested against the provisions of

the other end of the town centre.

adopted policy, to include policy PN7
(West Norwood), and the specific criteria
set for Site 18 (286-362 Norwood Road
SE27). The policy allows for
development on all or part of Site 18.
The West Norwood and Tulse Hill
Manual for Delivery is a material
consideration. These will be considered
in the Background and Land Use
Principle sections of this report. Officers
conclude that the proposal would not
prejudice the potential future
development of the neighbouring sites or
the delivery of the wider Site 18
aspirations.

The office block element is unviable.

The provision of office floorspace is
supported by adopted Local Plan policy
ED2 (Business, industrial and storage
uses outside KIBAs). The desirability of
the use will be considered in the Land
Use Principle section of this report.

Design
The scene from Norwood Road should be

Noted

one that improves the area and moves it
away from appearing grimy and run down
as the area looks now. Whilst the designs
are pretty cheap looking it will still be a
vast improvement from what is currently
there. Just get on and built it already.
West Norwood has little of architectural

The proposal does not encompass any

value but what it has should be

retail uses, nor is it located along

preserved. The row of shops earmarked

Norwood Road. As such, existing shops

for redevelopment are an attractive

will not be demolished as part of this

feature of Norwood Road.

application.

The proposal fails to make the best use of

The proposal maximises the use of the

the space.

site and actively encourages the
development of the neighbouring sites to

The proposal is an overdevelopment of

the east and north through positive

the site

design interventions. These are
discussed in detail throughout the report.

The false windows are unlawfully driven
by unadopted guidance ('Manual for

The proposal would include a mixture of

Delivery').

different brick textures, details and
tones, with additional materials such as

The building is not in keeping with the

metal balustrades and cladding adding

surrounding area and of poor architectural interest and detail along the newly
quality.

created street which would be
landscaped. The proposal would create

The application shows clearly that Wylatt

new pedestrian links to better connect

Place was an attractive street in 1967.

with the town centre. The proposal would

The application should at least meet that

positively respond to the prevailing

standard.

material qualities of the local area. The
proposal will be assessed on its
individual planning merits, against the
provisions of adopted policy and the
suggested design changes are not
material planning considerations as the
Local Planning Authority have a
statutory obligation to assess the
application as presented.

You will be putting more high density

The proposal maximises the use of the

housing into an already congested area.

site and actively encourages the
development of the neighbouring sites to
the east and north through positive
design interventions. These are
discussed in detail throughout the report.

The proposal will be assessed on its
individual planning merits, against the
provisions of adopted policy and the

suggested design changes are not
material planning considerations as the
Local Planning Authority have a
statutory obligation to assess the
application as presented.
The proposal is too tall for the area at

The proposal would not include tall or

seven storeys. A block of such height will

large building as defined under policy

dominate and detract from the

Q26 (Tall and large buildings) of the

appearance of Norwood Road.

Local Plan. It would not contain
elements that are substantially taller than
its surroundings, cause a significant
change to the skyline or be larger than
the threshold sizes set for the referral of
planning applications to the Mayor. The
scale and massing of the proposal is
considered acceptable due to the
relationship with surrounding buildings,
the fall in topography of the site, the
separation of Block C from the
residential element of the scheme, and
the relief provided by the highway at
Waylett Place. Officers are satisfied that
the proposal would not result in an
unacceptable canyon-like environment.

Neighbour Amenity
Having a tall building built directly

The proposed site layout, the

opposite Wakeling House would mean

comfortable separation distances

that those properties would be directly

achieved, and the sensitive positioning

overlooked by others at a close distance.

of openings relative to neighbouring
developments, would prevent adverse
amenity impacts to neighbours.

The proposal would overshadow

The sunlight and daylight information

neighbouring dwellings

submitted in support of the planning
application has been independently
scrutinised by a specialist consultant,
and the layouts of neighbouring

The proposal would affect natural daylight

properties have been confirmed through

coming into the properties at Wakeling

observations on site. It is concluded that

House

there would be no unacceptable impacts
to neighbouring amenity in terms of
sunlight, daylight or overshadowing.

Public Benefits
West Norwood is a great local centre, and

The Local Planning Authority have a

please do what you can to enhance it for

statutory obligation to assess the

everyone living here - young and old, able

proposal, as submitted for consideration.

and disabled. It's vital that West Norwood

The individual planning merits of the

develops the facilities and infrastructure

planning application must be tested

to support that diversity of population,

against the provisions of adopted policy,

rather than simply going for commuter

to include policy PN7 (West Norwood),

units.

and the specific criteria set for Site 18
(286-362 Norwood Road SE27). The

The site offers a once in a generation

policy allows for development on all or

chance to improve our town centre but

part of Site 18. This will be considered in

this offers little that will benefit the wider

the Land Use Principle section of this

community. After years of 'master

report.

planning' and various consultations why
should we tolerate this patchy piecemeal

The redevelopment of this vacant town

approach?

centre site would offers a multitude of
public benefits, to include: 51 new

It does not provide a focal point for the

homes (16 of which would be affordable

town centre.

tenures); 992 m2 of turn-key office
accommodation in a purpose built block;

It would seem that the developer's only

the creation of up to 124 new jobs and a

real interest will be in the amount of

package of employment and training

residential accommodation can be shoe-

opportunities secured through the s106

horned onto the site.

legal agreement; public realm
improvement at the Lansdowne Hill
entrance, and along the Waylett Place
frontage; and, the creation of pedestrian
routes through the site, better linking the
York Hill Estate to the town centre.

These benefits are discussed in detail
throughout the report.
Environmental Considerations
More people, more cars, more pollution.

The provision of new homes and jobs

Norwood Road like Brixton Hill is probably

are strategic objectives of the council.

one of the most polluted roads in the

The proposal is for a car-free

country.

development that promotes sustainable
modes of transport. Measures have
been proposed to reduce flood risk,
increase sustainable drainage, improve
air quality, and ensure the proposal
incorporates sustainable design and
construction principles. These are
discussed throughout the report.

Anti-Social Behaviour
The extra pathways connecting Norwood

The site designation policy (Site 18 –

Road to the York Hill Estate would not be

286-362 Norwood Road SW27) under

a convenience. They would make existing

adopted Local Plan policy PN7 (West

residents and properties more vulnerable

Norwood) states that the council will

to anti-social behaviour and crime.

support development on all or part of this
site and requires at (vi) that it improves
permeability and linkages through the
site including a pedestrian link through
the site to improve access to the York
Hill Estate. The proposal meets this
requirement. In addition, the proposal
would increase passive surveillance of
the public realm by generating trips to
and from the application site, and it
would create active frontages with
habitable rooms overlooking the public
realm. The details and specification of
security elements for the scheme would
be secured by condition to ensure that
the proposal would achieve ‘Secured by
Design’ certification [Condition 20].

8

POLICIES

8.1 Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires the Council as Local
Planning Authority to have regard to the development plan, so far as material to a planning
application and to any other material considerations, and Section 38(6) of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions to be made in accordance with
the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The development
plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2016, consolidated with alterations since 2011) and the
Lambeth Local Plan (September 2015).
8.2 The new Draft London Plan was published on 1 December 2017 (updated August 2018) for
consultation and will eventually supersede the current 2016 consolidated London Plan once
the final version is published (anticipated Autumn 2019).
8.3 The Draft Revised Lambeth Local Plan underwent public consultation from October to
December 2018 under Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Plans)
(England) Regulations 2012. Pre-submission publication (Regulation 19) is anticipated in
autumn 2019.
8.4 The latest National Planning Policy Framework was published in 2019. This document sets
out the Government’s planning policies for England including the presumption in favour of
sustainable development and is a material consideration in the determination of all
applications.
8.5 Emerging policy is a material consideration. As set out in paragraph 48 of the NPPF 2019,
local planning authorities may give weight to relevant policies in emerging plans according to:
a) the stage of preparation of the emerging plan (the more advanced its preparation, the
greater the weight that may be given);
b) the extent to which there are unresolved objections to relevant policies (the less
significant the unresolved objections, the greater the weight that may be given); and
c) the degree of consistency of the relevant policies in the emerging plan to the NPPF (the
closer the policies in the emerging plan to the policies in the NPPF, the greater the weight
that may be given).
8.6 Officers have afforded limited weight to emerging policy in this instance due to the factors
described above.
8.7 The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional
and local planning policies as well as any relevant guidance and any other material planning
considerations. A full list of relevant policies and guidance has been set out in Appendix 3 to
this report.
8.8 The site is in the designated Norwood Planning Assembly neighbourhood area. However a
draft neighbourhood plan is yet to be produced.

ASSESSMENT

9

Background

Site Designation

9.1

Part (a) of policy PN7 (West Norwood) of the Local Plan has identified a Town Centre
Opportunity Site to promote a retail-led mixed-use development to include: housing; a new
public space (focal point for the town centre); improved connections through the area
(particularly to Norwood Road); smaller retail units fronting Norwood Road; car parking
(which should be minimised); traffic and transport improvements; encourages a local energy
network; and it states that proposals should benefit the centre as a whole by supporting
training and investment schemes.

9.2

The policy provides a more specific and targeted framework under its Site 18 (286-362
Norwood Road SE27) section. This is supplemented by a diagram that identifies the
boundary of Site 18, as well as the locations of indicative improved pedestrian links and a
new public square. The application site falls within the south-western portion of this site
boundary. The policy text provides the design principles and key development considerations
for Site 18.

9.3

The policy states that development of all or part of the site will be supported for a proposal
that:
I.

is of an appropriate scale and form that respects the rich conservation value

and heritage of the town centre, taking account of factors such as building heights
and the setting of adjacent development and locally-important views;
II.

provides a finer grain development rather than a single block;

III.

addresses the opportunity to provide landmark buildings associated with this

key town-centre site;
IV.

ensures heights on the Norwood Road frontage reflect the heights of the

existing buildings on the eastern side of Norwood Road, avoiding a canyon effect;
V.

provides development on the western edge of the site appropriate to reduce

impact on the York Hill estate;
VI.
link
VII.

improves permeability and linkages through the site including a pedestrian
through the site to improve access to the York Hill Estate;
provides a new access to Norwood Road ensuring pedestrian priority and

minimising the impact on the public realm;
VIII.

allows for improvements to Norwood Road for the widening of pavements;

IX.

includes a public space that is preferably aligned with Chatsworth Way

opposite the site to provide a focal point to the town centre with sufficient space for
town-centre users;
X.

replaces the smaller retail units on the Norwood Road frontage;

XI.

explores the potential for a local energy network within the development.

Status of the West Norwood and Tulse Hill Manual for Delivery

9.4

Lambeth’s Area Regeneration Team have published the ‘West Norwood and Tulse Hill: A
Manual for Delivery’ (WNTMD; April 2017) to inform the master planning of Site 18. Policy
PN7 and the Site 18 designation provide the basis for this guidance document. It has not
been adopted into policy but it serves as a material planning consideration that provides
additional guidance for the implementation of Site 18.

9.5

The WNTMD seeks to provide a framework to encourage, support and facilitate positive
change for the area. It provides an indicative development layout and promotes a multiphased delivery approach of ‘grouped’ development plots which have been informed,
amongst other factors, by the ownership of respective sites and lease terms. The application
site comprises Group 1 (the Laundry site).

9.6

The land to the north comprises Group 5 (the B&Q site) while the land to the east comprises
Group 2 (Existing plots of mixed uses fronting Norwood Road) and this includes a council
owned car park at its heart (Waylett Place).

Figure 3: Suggested Delivery of Site 18 (WNTMD; April 2017)

10 Land Use Principle

Overview

10.1 The proposal is for the redevelopment of the site to provide 51 residential units and 992 m2

of Class B1a floor space. There is 1,482sqm of existing employment floor space on the site
which has been vacant since 2010 (the site was previously in use as a laundry facility).
10.2 In policy terms, policy PN7 states that development of all, or part of, the site will be

supported. The applicant has undertaken extensive engagement with adjoining landowners,
in an attempt to assemble the land to develop a wider scheme, but it has not yet been
possible to achieve this. The Council as Local Planning Authority has a statutory obligation to
assess the individual planning merits of the application. On this basis, the proposed
development needs to be compatible with the stated aspirations for the wider site, be
consistent with other development plan policies, and not prejudice the development potential
of adjoining sites.
10.3 While officers note that the aspiration of policy PN7 relates to the whole of the designated

site, it is acknowledged that not all elements of the policy apply to the application site:
 By reason of its size and location, the application site consists of approximately onesixth of the overall site designation, when measured against the indicative site boundary
shown in the Site 18 policy.
 The indicative location for the new public square would fall outside of the application
site. Indeed, the site designation policy, and the WNTMD both suggest that a widened
promenade along Norwood Road could be a preferable approach to providing a
meaningful and usable public space for the town centre.
 The application site has no direct access to the Norwood Road high street. It is a
backland site, set back approximately 45 metres from the active frontage retail units
(see figure below for reference), and that area falls outside the application site. Officers
note that the application site does not contain a retail use. Notwithstanding the
designation of the eastern portion of the site (within the district centre primary shopping
area), this limits the potential footfall and passing trade that would otherwise be
generated at the application site, and reduces the potential viability of A-Class uses on
the application site. In contrast, the proposed development would seek to create 992
m2 of purpose built office floor space at Block C. Such a use would not depend on
footfall or passing trade but would benefit from the complementarities provided by, and
the transport links of, the town centre. The application site has its primary access from

Lansdowne Hill. The application site would not be conducive to the delivery of retail
floor space for the reasons set out above.

Figure 4: Distance from the Active Frontage Commercial Units fronting the Norwood Road
10.4 Therefore, by virtue of the location and size of the application site, provisions ‘iv’ (ensures

heights on the Norwood Road frontage reflect the heights of the existing buildings on the
eastern side of Norwood Road, avoiding a canyon effect), ‘viii’ (allows for improvements to
Norwood Road for the widening of pavements), ‘ix’ (includes a public space that is preferably
aligned with Chatsworth Way opposite the site to provide a focal point to the town centre with
sufficient space for town-centre users), and ‘x’ (replaces the smaller retail units on the
Norwood Road frontage) would not be applicable in the determination of this application.
10.5 Notwithstanding this, the application site presents an opportunity to contribute to the wider

aims and objectives of the policy, and can serve as a catalyst for the redevelopment of the
wider site. In this regard, the outstanding provisions of policy PN7 will be considered further
in the Design and Conservation section of the report, while provision (xi), which relates to
decentralised energy, will be considered in the Sustainable Design and Construction section.
Proposed Residential Use

10.6 The proposal includes 51 residential units. Policy H1 (Maximising housing growth) states the
council will seek to maximise the supply of additional homes in the borough to meet and
exceed the annual housing target for Lambeth. This will be done by supporting development
proposals that provide a mix of housing types and tenures to meet current and future
housing need and accord with applicable policies set out in the development plan. Policy

PN7 lists housing among the preferred uses for Site 18. As such, the principle of residential
development on this site is supported.

Affordable Housing

10.7Adopted Lambeth Local Plan policy H2 (Delivering affordable housing) seeks the maximum
reasonable amount of affordable housing from an application (50 per cent of units where
public subsidy is available or 40 per cent without public subsidy). The proposal would provide
31.37% affordable housing by unit. As this would fall short of the requirement, a financial
appraisal would normally be required to demonstrate that the maximum reasonable amount of
affordable housing is being secured through the application. However, the application would
follow the Mayor’s Fast Track Route and does not need to meet the criteria of policy H2.
Rather, the Mayor’s Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (2017) sets
out the criteria to follow the Fast Track route:


Meet or exceed 35 per cent affordable housing (by habitable room) provision
without public subsidy;



Provide affordable housing on-site;



Meet the specified tenure mix; and,



Meet other planning requirements and obligations to the satisfaction of the LPA and
the Mayor where relevant,

10.8Fast Track schemes are not required to submit viability information. Such schemes will be
subject to an early viability review, but this is only triggered if an agreed level of progress is not
made within two years of planning permission being granted. Fast Track schemes do not
require a late stage review.

10.9A supporting document was submitted (Fast Track Route – Grant Funding Calculation)
prepared by U.L.L Property (Feb 2019) to test whether securing grant funding (public subsidy)
would increase the amount of affordable housing to be delivered by the applicant. It was
concluded that three additional units would need to be transferred from the private market to
affordable housing tenure to bring the scheme to the grant eligibility threshold of 40%. Even if
this was achieved, the resulting potential grant would not counter balance the loss of that
transfer. This would make the scheme unviable. Therefore, the current scheme is not eligible
for grant funding, and as the grant access threshold of 40% cannot be viably reached, officers
accept that the applicant has satisfied the Mayor’s Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing
and Viability SPG (2017) in relation to public subsidy access.

10.10 The proposal would exceed the Mayor’s affordable housing Fast Track threshold of 35 per
cent, without public subsidy, for habitable rooms. This would be provided on site and would
comprise 11 social rented units and 5 shared ownership units. This would have a tenure
compliant split of 71:29 social rent to intermediate units. The intermediate provision would be
in shared ownership. Officers are satisfied that the proposal would meet other planning
requirements and obligations (explained throughout this report), and therefore accept that the
application can follow the Fast Track route. Therefore, an obligation will be sought to secure a
pre-implementation review of viability (if an agreed level of progress has not been made within
24 months of the decision). Any surplus generated by the review will contribute towards
additional affordable housing delivery.
Total proposed

Affordable units

Social Rent Units

Shared

Percentage

units (as

(as habitable

(as habitable

Ownership

of total

habitable

rooms)

rooms)

Units (as

units (as

habitable

habitable

rooms)

rooms)

5 (15)

31.37%

rooms)

51 (143)

16 (51)

11 (36)

(35.66%)
Table 1: Affordable Housing Provision

10.11 Officers consider that the proposal would deliver the maximum reasonable amount of
affordable housing in line with the provisions of policy H2 of the Local Plan.
Dwelling and Tenure Mix

10.12 Policy H4 (Housing mix in new developments) of the local Plan seeks the provision of a mix
of dwelling sizes and type in order to meet current and future housing needs. The proposed
affordable housing unit mix is as follows:

Unit type

No. of units (%)

Social by unit and

Intermediate by unit and

h/r (%)

h/r (%)

4 (25%)

2 (18%)

2 (40%)

8 h/r (16%)

4 h/r (11%)

4 h/r (27%)

(preferred
mix)
1-bed

(Not more
than 20%)
2-bed

5 (31%)

4 (36%)

1 (20%)

(20-50%)

15 h/r (29%)

12 h/r (33%)

3 h/r (20%)

3-bed

7 (44%)

5 (45%)

2 (40%)

(40%)

28 h/r (55%)

20 h/r (56%)

8 h/r (53%)

Total

16 (100%)

11 (100%)

5 (100%)

51 (100%)

36 (100%)

15 (100%)

Table 2: Affordable Housing Unit Mix

10.13 The affordable unit mix, when measured by habitable room (as this application follows the
Mayor’s Fast Track route), would meet the preferred mix for 1-bed and 2-bed units in line
with policy H4 (Housing mix in new developments). Further, it is noted that the provision of
family-sized dwellings (having three bedrooms or more with at least one being a doublebedroom) has been prioritised. Those 3-bed units in social tenure (5 in total) would have their
own front door access and direct access to private rear gardens. This housing type is of the
greatest need in the borough and the policy target has been exceeded in this instance.
Officers are satisfied that the proposal would deliver an acceptable mix of dwelling sizes and
type, in order to meet current and future housing needs, in line with the provisions of policy
H4 of the Local Plan.
Proposed Employment Use

10.14 It is proposed to construct an office building (Block C) that would provide 992 m2 of
employment floor space, consisting of B1a (office) floor space. The provision of B1a floor
space would be supported by part (a) of adopted Local Plan policy ED2 (Business, industrial
and storage uses outside KIBAs) which states that development for business uses will be
supported on all sites, subject to other plan polices.
10.15 The site was previously used as a laundry and the existing buildings comprise of 1,482 m2
of employment floor space. Provision (b) resists the loss of B class or employment generating
floor space unless clear and robust evidence is submitted to show that there is no demand for
that floor space, that it is vacant, and has been marketed for a continuous period of at least
one year. It states that where employment space is proposed as part of an application, but

where the existing quantum is not re-provided in its entirety, then the proposed development
should provide the maximum feasible proportion of B1 floor space for the site and that it would
be suitable for occupation by small and medium sized enterprises.
10.16 A Commercial Report and a separate Background and Marketing Report were submitted in
support of the planning application. It has been demonstrated that the site was actively
marketed in 2009 (continuing through 2010 and 2011), the marketing exercise was
rejuvenated in 2012, remaining on the market to 2015, but a buyer was not found. The
supporting documents explain that the application site has been vacant since 2010 when the
last tenant broke their lease. The supporting information explains that the existing buildings
are beyond repair. It is explained that a significant investment would be required to redevelop
the site to bring equivalent buildings, fit for purpose, to the market. This would not be viable
due to the projected return on the investment. The supporting information explains that West
Norwood is not currently a strong office location, owing to the lack of available stock, but it is
also explained that new build offices are in short supply and the majority of local office space
is being let to local covenants and small scale businesses. The site has excellent public
transport access that would allow it to compete with existing office provision within London,
such as established office hubs, that include the Croydon Metropolitan Town Centre. It also
indicates some demand for managed workspace. It is predicted that the proposed office floor
space would be attractive to an office investor which may include an open workspace provider
as observed in other parts of south east London. The proposed standalone building would
make the proposal attractive to specialist open workspace providers.
10.17 In addition to the above, Officers note the constraints of the application site:


Although the existing quantum of employment floor space would total 1,482 m2, officers
note that the site contains warehouse buildings, last used as a laundry, that are in
disrepair and have an extensive and inefficient site coverage that has been vacant
since 2010.



The existing buildings are set back approximately 60 metres from the Norwood Road
high street. Views of the single storey buildings are largely obscured from high street
vantage points due to surrounding developments. The site is dependent on a narrow
access corridor from Landsdowne Hill which further reduces its presence.



The consequential backland nature of the site, as existing, has been vacant since 2010.



The refurbishment of the existing premises could reintroduce a larger employment floor
space to the market. However, this would fetter the development potential of Site 18. A
wholly employment focused development is not the preferred land use for the
designated site.

10.18 Officers are satisfied that the general aims and objectives of policy ED2 (b), have been met.

10.19 The re-provision of the full quantum of employment floor space, would need to be balanced
against the aspirations of the site allocation policy (PN7), which amongst other uses,
promotes mixed-use development to include housing and a combination of conditions and
obligations will ensure that the office use is delivered (explained below).
10.20 It is noted that the currently proposed lower ground floor plan to Blocks A and B have been
designed to maximise active frontage, with own door access for family appropriate dwellings
and direct access to their respective private rear gardens. The re-provision of the entire
quantum of employment floor space would require either, or a combination of: an amended
site layout, additional built form (additional height and, or, building coverage), a
reconfiguration of the lower ground floor plan of Blocks A and B, a potential compromise in
the provision of refuse, cycle or access facilities, and a fragmented provision of employment
space (perhaps providing a portion of the floor space within the residential blocks, further
away from Waylett Place, with potential amenity or management conflicts).
10.21 While the proposal would not re-provide the entire quantum of existing employment floor
space, officers note that the proposed built form, site layout and complementary land uses in
the mixed use development would represent an efficient use of the application site. The
proposal would include:
 Contemporary, purpose built, and well-designed B1a (office) floor space;
 In ‘turn key’ condition, fitted out and ready for occupation;
 Providing flexible floor space and a range of unit sizes and types to meet local
business needs; and,
 Independent access from a newly created frontage at Waylett Place, better
connecting (physically and visually) with the complementarities of the town
centre and public transport offer.

10.22 In addition to the benefits of delivering 51 residential units, of which over one third would be
affordable housing, officers are satisfied that the proposed 992 m2 of office accommodation,
represents an acceptable proportion of re-provided employment floor space (67% compared
with the existing floor space). This would be consistent with the general aims and objectives
of policy ED2, when balanced against those of policy PN7 of the Local Plan.
10.23 Further information to demonstrate that opportunities for long term management of the
offices, by a company specialising in the management of space for small businesses, was
requested during the assessment of the application. However, officers acknowledge that an
operator has not yet been identified. Therefore, to satisfy policy ED2 (b), it is recommended
that conditions or obligations would:



Secure the details of the marketing approach for Block C and evidence to
demonstrate that the applicant has actively sought to attract a company
specialising in the long term management of space for small businesses, in the
lead up to the completion of the development (a trigger point of not later than 3
months prior to the completion of Block C is suggested) [Obligations at section
19 of this report]



Ensure that the newly created floor space would be in ‘turn key’ condition,
ensuring the space has been fitted out, ready for occupation and is suitable for
small and medium enterprises, providing flexible workspace [Obligation at
section 19 of this report]



Ensure that both the market residential and employment uses are made
available for occupation at the same time [Obligation at section 19 of this report]



Remove permitted development rights to prevent against a default change of
use from office to residential [Condition 3]

10.24 The above suggested obligations and conditions would ensure that the proposal would be
consistent with the general aims and objectives of policy ED2, when balanced against those
of policy PN7.
10.25 A socioeconomic evidence base was produced in support of the West Norwood and Tulse
Hill: A Manual for Delivery (April 2017). It demonstrates that employment and business growth
in the area is higher than the London average, indicating that there is a strong demand for B1
uses in the area (Visioning West Norwood and Tulse Hill: Evidence Base Update Report,
February 2016). The council published A Creative Way to Grow in 2018, describing the
strategy for growth in the borough and the potential to attract creative and digital industries
and the designation of a Creative Enterprise Zone in West Norwood. Research is ongoing to
establish key opportunities for commercial growth and workspace development for design and
visual arts related activities.
10.26 In addition, the applicant has submitted up to date supporting information on the local
market, and information to demonstrate that Block C was designed to be attractive to, and
suitable for, as wide a selection of business types at this location (Proposed New Office
Building [Dron & Wright Property Consultants, January 2019]). The report describes the
average 12 month take up in West Norwood over the last 5 years to be in the order of 184
m2. Ventures such as charities, construction service providers, personal health, IT, design
and media, and creative studios seek to locate in West Norwood due to factors such as being
priced out of more central locations. It explains that there is strong evidence of an increase in
professional services, business support services and the creative media sector looking for

workspace in the area. However, factors that limit the number of new businesses being able
to locate to the area include:


Low vacancy: Of the 5,625 m2 of office accommodation within West Norwood
(predominantly within 12 office buildings of which there are no current vacancies);



Age and poor quality of the building stock (including single storey buildings in need
of refurbishment);



Recent conversions, from office to residential under permitted development, have
reduced supply; and,



Low supply impeding occupiers to start up, grow, or relocate

10.27 The report goes on to explain the design rationale and practicality of Block C which will be
ready for occupation in a number of different ways and for a number of different business
sectors.
11

Design and Conservation

Scale and Massing

11.1The prevalent building height in the area is between two storeys (Waylett Place) and five
storeys (York Hill Estate). The proposal comprises a four storey commercial building (Block C)
fronting Waylett Place and a separate residential building (Blocks A and B) between five and
seven storeys in height. The two buildings would be approximately 14 to 17 metres apart,
creating a new street separated by the central courtyard. Block C would be non-residential and
would prevent any habitable-to-habitable amenity conflicts or mutual overlooking from private
external amenity spaces. The fall in topography away from the York Hill Estate towards the
town centre would allow a massing of up to seven storeys for the residential element, reducing
to four storeys for the commercial block, to sit comfortably within this context. Waylett Place is
an adopted highway and this would create a natural separation between Block C and any
potential future development to the east.

11.2Overall, the proposal positively responds to policy PN7 (West Norwood) which seeks
development that is of an appropriate scale and form taking account of factors such as
building heights and the setting of adjacent development (at part i), provides a finer grain
development rather than a single block (part ii), and provides development on the western
edge of the site appropriate to reduce impact on the York Hill estate (at part v).

Site Layout

11.3The proposed layout maximises the development potential of the application site. It responds
to both the ‘West Norwood and Tulse Hill: A Manual for Delivery’ and the topography of the
site. The proposed pedestrian routes either side of the residential block would create
secondary routes through towards the high street, increasing permeability from the York Hill
Estate to the town centre. This is in line with policy PN7 (West Norwood) which seeks (at vi) to
improve permeability and linkages through the site including a pedestrian link through the site
to improve access to the York Hill Estate. In addition, it responds to part (vii) of the policy
which seeks to provide a new access to Norwood Road. The application site does not have
access to Norwood Road but would facilitate access to Waylett Place which links to the high
street at two points. The large public stairs are also important in terms of providing relief to the
long retaining wall which will line the western edge of the site. The retaining wall will provide
privacy for the amenity spaces below (rear of Blocks A and B), and the southern stairs would
provide additional separation between the neighbouring properties to the south (8-20
Lansdowne Hill).

11.4The adopted highway at Waylett Place acts as a natural separation between the application
site and the adjacent car park site to the east. Therefore, officers consider the siting of Block C
on the eastern boundary to be acceptable. Noting that the neighbouring sites are also part of
the Site 18 designation, it is considered that the small council-owned car park, as a standalone plot, will prove more developable if consolidated with the eastern properties (those with
active frontage to Norwood Road). Moreover, the proposed non-residential use of Block C
would ensure that potential future development on the opposite side of Waylett Place could
include openings to residential units on its western elevation, while achieving acceptable levels
of separation (approximately 14 metres) and avoiding any mutual overlooking that would
otherwise result if Block C had proposed a residential element.

11.5During the assessment of the previous planning application (under 18/00580/FUL) the Area
Regeneration Team cautioned against development that would fetter the future development
of contiguous land in any way. This was particularly relevant to the eastern elevation of Block
C, where the Area Regeneration Team discouraged access, windows or service openings to
Waylett Place. Following discussions, the previous application proposal was amended, to
block up openings on the northern portion of the east elevation of Block C (a stretch of
approximately 14 metres would have no openings), to satisfy the concerns of the Area
Regeneration Team. This would allow a future development to adjoin Block C on the eastern
elevation, should the adopted highway be stopped up or rerouted. It was noted that the
constraints imposed by the development to the south of the car park site (Iceland Foods site),
both in terms of servicing and habitable windows, and the requirement to maintain an access

way to that site, would prevent development on the southern end of Waylett Place and
conventional openings to include windows and doors would be acceptable at that end.

Figure 5: Potential Future Neighbouring Development Shown in Red

11.6Officers were satisfied that Block C would not prejudice the future development of the
adjoining sites. However, during deliberations at the Planning Applications Committee on 26th
March 2019, Members raised concern with the partially blank eastern elevation of Block C and
this resulted in the application being refused. The refusal states:

By reason of the materiality (including the choice of brick type and colour) of the
scheme, and the architectural detailing of the partially blank east elevation of Block C;
the proposal would fail to reinforce local distinctiveness and would create (in respect of
Block C) an unbalanced and visually discordant eastern elevation, and the impression of
a partially inward looking scheme, that would fail to respond to the positive aspects of
the local context and the historic character of the West Norwood town centre. As such
the development would not be of sufficient design quality and would set an unwelcome
precedent for the future regeneration of the wider West Norwood Town Centre
Opportunity Site which seeks to deliver a mixed use heart for West Norwood; contrary to
adopted Local Plan policy Q5 'Local Distinctiveness' (a & b) and policy PN7 (a) `West
Norwood' and the Design Principles and Key Development Considerations for Site 18 of
the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

11.7In response to the refusal, the current planning application is an amended version of the
previous proposal. The changes relate to materiality (brick type and colour) and the
architectural detailing of the east elevation of Block C. These issues are taken in turn below.
Materiality

11.8The amended proposal demonstrates how it would sit in the context of the West Norwood
town centre, and how it would contribute to Norwood’s sense of place. One of the principal
amendments to the proposal relates to the palette of materials. The choice of brick type and
colour has been re-examined in order to respond positively to, and echo, the wider context.
Blocks A and B would be predominantly finished in red brick in response to the neighbouring
York Hill Estate, but tones of alternating brickwork would be introduced, with lighter brick
tones, to transition towards Block C and the wider town centre beyond. The blocks would also
use a darker brick tone to articulate their base, and rusticated brickwork to articulate and
differentiate their top.

Figure 6: Areas shown in red identify

Figure 7: The proposal echoes this by using

existing red brick examples surrounding

a predominance of red brick to Blocks A and

the application site. Those marked in

B, and a predominance of buff brick to Block

yellow represent identified lighter buff

C

brick examples

11.9Block C would have a lighter toned buff brick finish in response to the neighbouring
developments at Waylett Place and the wider town centre, particularly Norwood Road. Again,
there would be a darker brick tone to articulate the base.

11.10 Officers support the mixture of different brick textures, details and tones as it shows a good
indication of design quality and responsiveness to the prevailing material qualities of the local
area. Emphasising the ground floor level with a different brick tone also adds another level of
interest and detail against the new street. The use of part solid metal balustrades is also

welcomed and will aid in offering a good degree of privacy for future users. The buildings also
contain contrasting materials such as metal cladding. Using a different material adds visual
interest. Officers are satisfied that the amended scheme reinforces local distinctiveness and
responds to the local context and the historic character of the West Norwood town centre.

Figure 8: Proposal on Approach from Main Entrance (Looking North)

11.11 In order to ensure the quality and specification of materials, conditions are recommended to
secure:


Samples of all facing materials to be confirmed on site [Condition 5];



Details at 1:10 scale (or 1:5 if relevant) showing: typical window detail, parapet details,
brick course details, balustrade detail, office entrance detail, metal cladding detail,
screening, soffits, rain water goods [Condition 6];



Boundary condition details at scale 1:20 (including material specification) [Condition
10]; and,



Roof top amenity detail (including furniture) [Condition 6].

East Elevation of Block C

11.12 The previous planning application included a partially blank east elevation to Block C. This
was an amendment sought by officers to overcome concerns raised by Area Regeneration
who were concerned that openings overlooking Waylett Place could prejudice the potential
future development of the council owned car park site. It was recommended that the proposal
should not have openings on the northern portion of the east elevation (a stretch of
approximately 14 metres along the facade). This was to facilitate a potential future
development block that could abut proposed Block C, at a perpendicular angle. Amendments
were forthcoming and the openings along a 14 metre stretch of the east elevation of Block C
were removed. The proposal articulated the omitted openings through recessed brickwork on
that elevation, maintaining the proportions of the bricked up openings fronting Waylett Place in
keeping with the retained openings on the southern portion. The subsequent reason for refusal
described an unbalanced and visually discordant eastern elevation, and the impression of a
partially inward looking scheme. The reason for refusal stated that the proposal would fail to
reinforce local distinctiveness, and would fail to respond to the positive aspects of the local
context and the historic character of the West Norwood town centre, albeit that reasoning was
coupled with materiality, as discussed in the previous section.

Figure 9: The original submission under

Figure 10: Openings along a 14 metre stretch

18/00580/FUL included a fully animated,
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Regeneration Team, but this subsequently
contributed to the reason for refusal

11.13 The introduction of Ceramic backed glazing and aluminium panels on the east elevation
would ensure that a potential future perpendicular block could abut proposed Block C.
However, rather than having bricked up recessed openings presenting as a partially blank
facade, the proposed amended finish would allow the east elevation of Block C, on
observation on approach from the town centre, to read as an active and animated building
frontage opening to Waylett Place.

Figure 11: The amended proposal includes ceramic backed glazing rather than bricked-up
openings

Figure 12: The amended proposal includes ceramic backed glazing rather than bricked-up
openings

11.14 Noting that there are no other planning proposals for Site 18, the application includes some
hypothetical images to indicate how the proposal could sit alongside potential neighbouring
development. This is to assist the appreciation of the emerging context of development on Site
18. It aims to demonstrate how the neighbouring car park site might be redeveloped, how the
proposal contributes to West Norwood’s sense of place, and that the proposal would not fetter
the development opportunity of the wider Site 18.

11.15 Officers are satisfied that Block C would not prejudice the future development of the
adjoining car park site, and it would actively encourage the potential future development of the
neighbouring sites.
Impact on Heritage Assets

11.16 The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains a summary of the legislative and national
policy context for the assessment of the impact of a development proposal on the historic
environment and its heritage assets. This is in addition to Lambeth Local Plan and London
Plan policies.

11.17 Turning to consider the application of the legislative and policy requirements referred to
above, the first step is for the decision-maker to consider each of the designated heritage
assets (referred to hereafter simply as “heritage assets”) which would be affected by the
proposed development in turn and assess whether the proposed development would result in
any harm to the heritage asset.

11.18 The decision of the Court of Appeal in Barnwell Manor confirms that the assessment of the
degree of harm to the heritage asset is a matter for the planning judgement of the decisionmaker.

11.19 However, where the decision-maker concludes that there would be some harm to the
heritage asset, in deciding whether that harm would be outweighed by the advantages of the
proposed development (in the course of undertaking the analysis required by s.38(6) PCPA
2004) the decision-maker is not free to give the harm such weight as the decision-maker
thinks appropriate. Rather, Barnwell Manor establishes that a finding of harm to a heritage
asset is a consideration to which the decision-maker must give considerable importance and
weight in carrying out the balancing exercise.

11.20 There is therefore a “strong presumption” against granting planning permission for
development which would harm a heritage asset. In the Forge Field case the High Court
explained that the presumption is a statutory one. It is not irrebuttable. It can be outweighed by
material considerations powerful enough to do so. But a local planning authority can only
properly strike the balance between harm to a heritage asset on the one hand and planning

benefits on the other if it is conscious of the statutory presumption in favour of preservation
and if it demonstrably applies that presumption to the proposal it is considering.

11.21 The case-law also establishes that even where the harm identified is less than substantial
(i.e. falls within paragraph 196 of the NPPF), that harm must still be given considerable
importance and weight.

11.22 What follows is an officer assessment of the extent of harm which would result from the
proposed development to the scoped heritage assets provided by the applicant as part of its
submission. This includes Conservation Areas, and neighbouring Listed Buildings.This is then
followed by an assessment of the heritage benefits of the proposals.

Views

11.23 Officers have identified three local views where the composition and character of the view
would focus on a landmark silhouette of local interest, St Luke’s Church Tower in this
instance, which is approximately 215 metres to the south east of the application site:


LV23: St Luke’s Tower: looking northwards from Knight’s Hill towards St Luke’s Church
Tower



LV24: Norwood Road: looking southwards to St Luke’s Church Tower



LV25: Weaver Walk: looking northwards from Weaver Walk to St Luke’s Church Tower

11.24The proposed development, due to its siting and built form, would not obscure an
appreciation of, or harm the landmark silhouette of St Luke’s Church Tower.

11.25Officers have identified one local view where the composition and character of the view
would focus on a panorama of the city, from Knight’s Hill in this instance, owing to the
topography of the local area which affords distant northerly views out over the city. The
proposed development, due to its siting, built form, and topography, would not obscure the
views from LV16: Knight’s Hill: looking northwards towards the City.

11.26In summary, there is no conflict with Local Plan policy Q25 (Views) which seeks to protect the
composition and character of views of local interest from harm, or policy PN7 (West
Norwood) which seeks development that respects the rich conservation value and heritage of
the town centre, taking account of factors such as building heights and the setting of adjacent
development and locally-important views).
Conservation Areas

11.27 The West Norwood Conservation Area (CA24) boundary is located approximately 70 metres
to the east of the application site’s main entrance at Lansdowne Hill. It includes an area
along Chestnut Road and the west side of the Norwood Road high street (Barclay’s bank on
the corner). It is predominantly focused around St Luke’s church and the West Norwood

Cemetery further to the south-east. Due to the backland location of the application site, its
proposed built form, and the screening provided by the urban environment, officers conclude
that there would be no harm to the character or appearance of the West Norwood
Conservation Area and there is no conflict with Local Plan policy Q22 (Conservation areas),
or policy PN7 (West Norwood) which seeks development that respects the rich conservation
value and heritage of the town centre, taking account of factors such as building heights and
the setting of adjacent development and locally-important views).

Listed Buildings, Registered Parks and Gardens

11.28 The cast-iron boundary treatment at the high street end of the West Norwood Cemetery
and Crematorium is approximately 120 metres to the south-east of the application site’s main
entrance at Lansdowne Hill. This is the closest statutory listed structure to the application site.
The boundary is Grade II Listed, and there are seven Grade II* Listed memorials, and 37
Grade II Listed memorials within the site. West Norwood Cemetery is included on the Register
of Parks and Gardens of Special Historic Interest at Grade II*. The church of St Luke, Knight
Hill, including its tower referred to in section 10.4 above, is Grade II* Listed.
11.29 Due to the backland location of the application site, its proposed built form, and the
screening provided by the urban environment, officers conclude that there would be no harm
to the significance/special interest or the significance/setting (including views to and from) of
the West Norwood Cemetery and Crematorium, the seven Grade II* Listed memorials, 37
Grade II Listed memorials, or the Grade II* Listed Church of St Luke. Therefore, there is no
conflict with Local Plan policy Q20 (Statutory listed buildings), or policy PN7 (West Norwood)
which seeks development that respects the rich conservation value and heritage of the town
centre, taking account of factors such as building heights and the setting of adjacent
development and locally-important views).
11.30 Likewise, due to the site’s location, its proposed built form, and the screening provided by
the urban environment, officers conclude that there would be no harm to the significance of
the landscape and its features of interest, or the setting (including views in and out) of the
West Norwood Cemetery and Crematorium. There would be no conflict with Local Plan policy
Q21 (Registered parks and gardens), or policy PN7 (West Norwood) which seeks
development that respects the rich conservation value and heritage of the town centre, taking
account of factors such as building heights and the setting of adjacent development and
locally-important views).
Locally Listed Buildings

11.31 Number 364-366 Norwood Road (Sainsbury’s Local at the at the corner of Lansdowne Hill) is
the closest Locally Listed Building to the application site, and is approximately 40 metres to
the south-east of the application site’s main entrance at Lansdowne Hill. Due to the backland
location of the application site, its proposed built form, and the screening provided by the
urban environment, officers conclude that there would be no harm to the local significance or
setting of 364-366 Norwood Road and there is no conflict with Local Plan policy Q23
(Undesignated heritage assets: local heritage list), or policy PN7 (West Norwood) which
seeks development that respects the rich conservation value and heritage of the town centre,
taking account of factors such as building heights and the setting of adjacent development
and locally-important views).

Heritage Summary

11.32Officers do not consider that there would be any harm to heritage assets resulting from the
proposed development.

11.33As the ‘decision maker’ in this case is the Planning Applications Committee, and should
Members come to a different view, they must consider the impact of the proposed
development on the significance of each designated heritage asset. Great weight should be
given to the asset’s conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight
should be). This is irrespective of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm,
total loss or less than substantial harm to its significance (as per paragraph 193 of the
NPPF).

11.34If Members come to a view that there would be substantial harm or total loss of the
significance of a designated heritage asset, consent should be refused, unless it is
demonstrated that the substantial harm or total loss is necessary to achieve substantial
public benefits that outweigh the identified harm or loss (as per paragraph 195 of the NPPF).

11.35If Members come to a view that there would be less than substantial harm to the significance
of a designated heritage asset, the identified harm should be weighed against the public
benefits of the proposal, including where appropriate, securing the heritage asset’s optimum
viable use (as per paragraph 196 of the NPPF).

11.36In this case, officers consider that the development provides the following public benefits:


The delivery of 51 residential units, of which 16 would be affordable housing;



The delivery of 992 m2 of turn-key office accommodation in a purpose built block;



The creation of up to 124 new jobs and a package of employment and training
opportunities secured through the s106 legal agreement;



Public realm improvement at the Lansdowne Hill entrance, and along the Waylett Place
frontage; and,



The creation of two new pedestrian routes through the site, better linking the York Hill
Estate to the town centre.
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Standard of Residential Accommodation

Housing and Development Density

12.1 It has been calculated that the proposal would have a total of 143 habitable rooms (hr) for
the 51 units (average of 2.8 hr/u). Using the density matrix in table 3.2 of the London Plan,
the location of the site would be considered urban, and the guidance suggests that the site
would be appropriate for the delivery of between 200-700 hr/ha or 70-260 u/ha. In this
instance, officers calculate that the net density of the proposal would be within the guideline,
with 624 hr/ha or 222 u/ha.
12.2 The density of the scheme appears appropriate, balanced against its location relative to the
adjacent West Norwood District Centre, and the excellent access to public transport
infrastructure (PTAL 6a). Density is one indicator that the proposed built form is acceptable.
Further consideration of the proposal’s acceptability is considered throughout the report.
Officers are satisfied that the density is consistent with the aims and objectives of London
Plan Policy 3.4 (Optimising housing potential) and Local Plan Policy H1 (Maximising housing
growth) so far as they relate to density.
Layout and Access

12.3 London Plan (2016) Policy 3.5 (Quality and design of housing developments) states that
securing new housing of the highest quality and protecting and enhancing residential
neighbourhoods are key Mayoral priorities. Table 3.3 provides the minimum space standards
and further standards are provided in the Nationally Described Space Standards (NDSS).
Officers have observed that all proposed residential units would meet or exceed the
minimum space requirements and the proposed plans have demonstrated functionality and
practicality by including indicative furniture and fixtures. Officers are satisfied that all units
would provide adequate room sizes, storage space and comfortable floor to ceiling heights
(2.6m) and the proposal would provide a high standard of accommodation for all occupants.

Accessible, Adaptable and Wheelchair Housing Provision

12.4 The Design and Access Statement has provided detailed diagrams to demonstrate
comfortable and practical manoeuvrability of wheelchair users throughout the rooms,

circulation areas, and private external amenity spaces, in selected samples of the proposed
residential units. Five units have been identified as Part M(3): wheelchair accessible units.
The units comprise 1 x 3-bed unit and 4 x 1-bed units across social and intermediate
tenures.
12.5 The units would have level access from arrival to the site, the point of entry to their
respective buildings (one own door unit, as well as an entrance lobby to Block B, which is
served by a lift, for the other four units). The communal areas throughout the proposal and
the public realm would be wheelchair accessible.
12.6 To ensure the delivery of the above, a condition [Condition 13] is recommended to ensure
that 10 per cent of the total number of dwellings (5 units) would be wheelchair accessible
units, while the remaining 90 per cent would be wheelchair adaptable units (to achieve Part
M(4): wheelchair adaptable units criteria) in line with policy 3.5 (Quality and design of
housing developments) and policy 3.8 (Housing Choice) of the London Plan.
12.7

The proposal would have step free access from the heart of the proposal to Waylett Place
and this will improve access to the town centre for all users.

12.8

The Site 18 (286-362 Norwood Road SE27) section of Policy PN7 (West Norwood)
provides criteria at (vi) relating to permeability and linkages. It states that the council will
support development on all or part of the site that improves permeability and linkages
through the site including a pedestrian link through the site to improve access to the York
Hill Estate.

12.9

The proposal would facilitate two new pedestrian linkages from the York Hill Estate to
Waylett Place and a future route northwards through to the B&Q site. Officers are satisfied
that facilitating these routes would satisfy the requirement of the policy.

12.10 The applicant has demonstrated that step free access from the York Hill Estate to Waylett
Place would be problematic due to the 3.7 metre level change between the sites. A ramp
with a maximum gradient of 1:20 would be required with a maximum single run of 10
metres (gaining 0.5 metres in elevation). This would result in a ramp with a length of 73.5
metres broken into a minimum of eight runs, with a minimum width of 1.5 metres, and
landings of 1.5 metres in depth between the segments (see Figure 5 below). The provision
of such a ramp would require a significant re-design of the proposals, as the ramp would
replace the proposed steps and tiered landscaping, and would impinge on the proposed
service area and the disabled car parking spaces. The ramps would also create platforms
that would introduce amenity conflicts by creating elevated vantage points.
12.11 Officers acknowledge that the proposal would not depend on step-free access to the York
Hill Estate, and users of the development would approach the site from Lansdowne Road
and Waylett Place. Likewise, existing residents of the York Hill Estate would not depend on
step-free access to the proposed development, and would continue to benefit from the

existing access arrangements to that site. They would not be prejudiced by the proposal.
Indeed, the application would not preclude the delivery of a step free connection to the
Estate on another part of Site 18 (northern portion), should that materialise at a later phase
on a neighbouring site. Notwithstanding this, the proposal would introduce improved
permeability and linkages through the application site, including a pedestrian link through
the site to improve access to the York Hill Estate, in compliance with the Site 18 policy, and
officers are satisfied that the proposal would achieve accessible and inclusive design
overall.

Figure 13: Step Free Access between the York Hill Estate and the Application Site
Privacy

12.12 The layout would create a new street on approach from Lansdowne Hill. The proposed
layout of the development would concentrate the residential element on the west side of the
site (Blocks A and B) to ensure that it would interact positively with the non-residential office
element to the east (Block C). This would ensure that amenity conflicts such as overlooking
between blocks would be minimised. Further, the general east-west orientation of the
proposed residential units would prevent overlooking from within the development. Noting that

the majority of the proposed units would create a semi-dual aspect orientation, introducing
additional aspects to the north or south, the proposal has been amended to ensure that there
is no uncomfortable overlooking between the proposed units. Full height privacy screens have
been specified to specific balconies to prevent overlooking, of neighbouring residential units
and external amenity spaces and from the public realm to balconies, in the most sensitive
locations. The privacy screen has been designed to integrate with the balustrade, extending it
upright, and continuing along the balcony of the floor above.

Figure 14: Indicative Privacy Screen Detail

12.13 Officers were concerned that the duplex units, with own door access along the east
elevation of the lower ground floor, would be impacted by pedestrian movements along the
newly created street. The units would activate the space and provide passive surveillance of
the public realm. A small landscaped area with a low boundary wall would provide an area of
relief between the habitable rooms and the pavement. The landscaping would provide
screening to improve privacy.

12.14 In some instances (units A.00.01, A.00.02, A.00.03), the impacted rooms would benefit
from an additional outlook towards a recessed entrance. The entrance doors would be set in
further to add additional separation distance from the pavement, and this would allow for a
more private or defensible space, for the occupants of the units.

Figure 15: Illustration of the Secondary Opening to the Recessed Entrance
12.15 A landscaped buffer, enclosed by a boundary treatment, would also be used on the fifth
floor. This would prevent conflict between unit A.06.04 and the shared amenity space on the
roof.
12.16 Unit A.00.03 contains a window on the east elevation that would be orientated directly to
the public realm. It is accepted that recessing the unit behind a front garden is not possible in
this instance, due to the site constraints, and the possible loss of a bedroom. It is also
acknowledged that the window serves a single, third bedroom and the room benefits from an
additional window with an outlook to the front landscaped garden. It is therefore considered
that the obscure glazing on the most sensitive window would be necessary to protect privacy
while maintaining natural light.
12.17 There is a similar conflict identified on the south elevation of Block B, and obscure glazing
is therefore specified to protect the privacy of the proposed units (B.01.02, B.02.03, B.03.03,
and B.04.02) and the properties to the south (8-20 Lansdowne Hill). Secondary window
openings on the northern elevation (serving units A.00.01 and A.01.02) would need to have
obscure glazing to protect the amenity of the upper ground floor level while maintaining
access to natural light.
12.18 The use of Block C as office would also reduce the potential amenity impacts on
neighbouring sites, as there would be no habitable rooms in Block C that would otherwise
introduce potential mutual overlooking. For example, the proposed use of Block C would
insure that the habitable room openings on the northern elevation of 348-352 Norwood Road,
above the Iceland retail unit, would not front residential openings or external amenity spaces.
The proposal would be approximately 4.5 metres from the north-west rear corner of 348-352

Norwood Road, but that building was designed and built to avoid overlooking of the
application site.
12.19 In terms of the proximity to the York Hill Estate to the west, the proposals would be
approximately 14.5 metres from the projecting access core to 1-30 Easton House but would
be approximately 19 metres from the eastern elevation that contains openings serving
dwellings. It would be approximately 12.5 metres from the projecting access core to 1 to 8
Wakeling House but would be approximately 16.5 metres from the eastern elevation that
contains windows serving dwellings. It would be 22.5 metres from 1-8 Edridge House.
12.20 The proposal would be approximately 11.5 metres from 8-20 Lansdowne Hill to the south.
As described above, the four windows on the south elevation of the proposal would have
obscure glazing to protect amenity and prevent mutual overlooking.
12.21 Officers are satisfied that the separation distances between habitable rooms or external
amenity spaces are generous for an urban environment, and a town centre location, and this
would prevent uncomfortable overlooking or privacy conflicts.
Outlook and Aspect

12.22 Policy H5(a) (Housing standards) of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015) states that all
proposals for new residential development should accord with the principles of good design
and will be expected to provide dual-aspect accommodation unless exceptional
circumstances are demonstrated.

12.23 Dual aspect units are considered to be those that benefit from two different elevations.
‘Semi-dual’ aspect units are those that have a single elevation but would also have the benefit
of a projection, at least two metres deep, to provide an additional aspect. This projection
would have a full height glazed door with access to a balcony. Single aspect units have a
single elevation and no projection.

12.24 The proposal has maximised the number of dual aspect units. Some mitigation measures,
such as obscure glazing, as described in the previous section, has been necessary to ensure
a high standard of accommodation while preserving privacy and neighbour amenity. One
example is the landscaped buffer that would prevent overlooking between unit A.06.04 and
the shared amenity space on the roof. This has allowed a dual aspect unit while protecting
user amenity.

12.25 Of the 51 proposed residential units, 27 (53 per cent) would achieve a conventional dual
aspect (outlook in two directions due to openings on two or more elevations), while 23 (46 per

cent) would achieve a semi-dual aspect. One unit would provide a single aspect (a studio,
single occupant unit; A01.04). No unit would depend solely on a northerly, least favourable,
aspect.

12.26 For the semi-dual aspect units, their projecting element would have openable glazing to
provide a degree of cross-ventilation, a view towards a different, secondary direction and
additional daylight. See figure 8 below.

Figure 16: A semi-dual aspect unit achieves an additional aspect by adding glazing within the
recessed balcony.

12.27 Officers acknowledge that the urban, town centre site is constrained, and the proposed
development has been designed to maximise the site’s potential. The layout, orientation, and
placement of residential units within Blocks A and B has been carefully considered to achieve
the best outlook for each of the proposed units. Officers consider that this is acceptable and
the proposal would provide a high standard of residential accommodation.
Daylight and Sunlight

Daylight

12.28 Officers are satisfied that the revised proposal is identical to the previous planning
application with respect to daylight, sunlight and overshadowing. The proposed dwellings
have been tested for their expected level of daylight. This has been measured based on
Average Daylight Factor (ADF). ADF is a measure of the daylight received inside a habitable
room. The BRE guide recommends that the minimum ADF values should be achieved for
bedrooms (1%), living rooms (1.5%) and kitchens (2%). The independent review of the
supporting documentation has reported that all 146 habitable rooms would meet the ADF
values.
12.29 Moreover, if the neighbouring site at Waylett Place was developed to form a mirror block
(developing along the eastern boundary to enclose a new street), results demonstrate that the
proposal would still achieve ADF targets for 97% of all habitable rooms. In this hypothetical
scenario, the four rooms impacted would be secondary bedrooms, where two of the rooms
would be close to the 1% target (0.6% and 0.8%). Overall, the scheme has been designed to
maximise access to daylight and the proposal has been future proofed to coexist with
potential development of the neighbouring site.

Sunlight: to Proposed Units

12.30 In terms of sunlight, the site constraints would result in a linear development with primarily
east-west orientated residential units, limiting their access to sunlight. Sunlight availability has
been measured based on Annual Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH). APSH is a measure of the
average number of hours per year in which direct sunlight is received by a window. The BRE
guide states that rooms may be affected if they receive less than 25% APSH for the year and
5% APSH for the winter. The independent review of the supporting documentation has
reported that approximately 50% of living rooms would achieve BRE Guide target for APSH
(increasing to circa 69% when considering meeting or relatively close to BRE Guide target).
For winter sun availability, approximately 48% of living rooms would achieve BRE Guide
target for winter (increasing to circa 63% when considering meeting or relatively close to BRE
Guide target). On balance, in considering the linear arrangement of proposed Blocks A and B,
the orientation of the main elevations, the constraints of the application site, and the aspiration
to achieve the optimal use of the designated site, officers consider that the results are
acceptable in this urban context.

Sunlight: to Proposed Amenity Space

12.31 Sunlight to the proposed amenity areas within the development has been assessed in line
with the BRE guidance target requirement of 2 hours or more sunlight to at least 50% of the
amenity area. Three amenity areas are proposed (two communal rear gardens and one
shared roof terrace). These are described in more detail in the Residential Amenity and Play
Space section, below. The results of the independent review conclude that the two communal
rear gardens would not meet the sunlight target: 31% (garden 1) and 48% (garden 2). The
roof-top amenity (garden 3) would far exceed the target at 96% of the amenity area as having
the ability to receive 2 hours sunlight or more at the equinox. Garden 1 is quite below target
whilst garden 2 is close to target. Cumulatively (in consideration of all threes spaces
combined), 65% of the total amenity area would achieve target. In addition, officers note that
the combined provision of external amenity space would total 907 m2, far exceeding the
requirement of 560 m2 for a scheme of this size. While garden 1 would be 19% under the
50% target, it would still provide an area of functional and practical outdoor space and a
portion of that space (the area in white in figure 9) would receive 2 hours of sunlight on 21st
March. The proposal would provide a range of external amenity spaces, both private and
shared, with varied orientation to maximise access to sunlight throughout the year, and the
results are therefore considered to be reasonable and acceptable in this urban context.

Figure 17: Areas in Green Not Meeting Target 2 Hours of Sunlight on 21st March

Summary

12.32 The proposal adheres reasonably closely to the BRE Guide with the exception of sunlight to
the external amenity space for garden 1. However, officers note that the quantum of external
amenity provision would far exceed its target and the application provides a good range of
communal external amenity spaces, together with direct access to private external amenity
spaces from individual flats, in this town centre location.

Noise and Vibration

12.33 Policy Q2 (Amenity) of the Local Plan makes clear that proposals should ensure that any
adverse impact in terms of noise and vibration should be reduced and minimised as far as
possible to ensure the amenity of existing and future occupants is protected.

12.34 An acoustic design statement was submitted in support of the application to present the
results of an environmental noise survey and a noise assessment relating to the proposed
residential units. It explained that the positioning of the residential blocks further away from
Norwood Road and the specification of windows and trickle ventilators would reduce noise
sensitivity. The supporting information was independently assessed by the council’s
appointed environmental health consultant who noted that the supporting information provided
relates to the residential use only. The office block would require further consideration as it is
likely to contain sources of noise such as plant that may need to be designed such that it
would not adversely impact upon residential amenity.

12.35 Officers consider that the site is suitable for provision of new residential and office
accommodation, subject to mitigation measures to prevent unacceptable harm to amenity in
terms of noise or vibration. Therefore, conditions are recommended to secure details of plant,
their acoustic impact, a scheme of noise and vibration attenuation, and to ensure that external
amenity spaces are free from harmful levels of noise [Conditions 14-17].

Residential Amenity and Play Space

12.36 Policy H5 (Housing standards) of the Lambeth Local Plan requires new flatted development
to provide 50 m2 of communal amenity space plus a further 10 m2 per dwelling provided as
either a terrace or balcony or consolidated within the communal amenity space. The
communal amenity space should receive natural light, be fully screened from parking areas,
be easily accessible to all occupants, be overlooked by habitable rooms to ensure safety and
surveillance, incorporate sustainable landscape principles and practices and have a
landscape, management and maintenance plan. The proposal would require the provision of
560 m2 of external amenity space.
12.37 It is proposed to provide two shared amenity spaces at lower ground floor level (86 m2 and
91 m2), to the rear of the residential blocks, accessed from the respective cores. There would
also be a shared roof terrace at fifth floor level (142 m2), again accessed from both cores.
The lift serving Block B terminates on the fourth floor. While occupants could access the

shared amenity space (roof terrace) on the fifth floor, by stairwell, officers acknowledge that
this may preclude access for less abled residents. An amended plan could be introduced to
extend the circulation core to include a lift to reach the roof terrace. However, officers note
that the residents of Block B have access to a Shared Amenity Space (91 m2) on the Lower
Ground Floor, and each of the eleven individual residential units served by core B would have
direct access to a private external amenity space (combined balcony or terrace provision of
185 m2). If Block B was assessed in isolation, it would be required to provide 160 m2 of
external amenity space. The proposed provision would exceed this requirement (policy H5).
Notwithstanding this, those with reduced mobility would have access to the lift at Block A to
ensure access to the additional 142 m2 of external amenity space. Indeed, the Applicant has
confirmed that the intention is to ensure that all residents, regardless of tenure, would have
access to all communal amenity spaces, with equal access to both cores. This would be
secured through a planning obligation that would secure the long term retention, access and
maintenance of the three communal external amenity spaces, of which will include the play
spaces. This is in line with the London Plan’s Housing SPG (paragraph 2.2.18).
12.38 In addition, five of the units have their own private rear gardens at lower ground floor level
ranging from 33 m2 to 46 m2. All other units, with the exception of the single occupancy
studio flat (unit A.01.04), would have direct access to private balconies or terraces of between
6 m2 and 25 m2 (for example, unit B.05.01 would have access to two separate terraces). This
would contribute an additional 588 m2 of external amenity space, or an average of 11.5 m2
per residential unit.
12.39 The combined provision of external amenity space would total 907 m2, far exceeding the
requirement of 560 m2. Officers note that the proposal would provide a range of external
amenity spaces, both private and shared, with varied orientation to maximise access to
sunlight throughout the year. The proposal would comply with the aims and objectives of
policy H5.
12.40 In terms of play space, policy H5 requires all developments of 10 or more units, which
incorporate family sized dwellings, to provide child’s play space. Using the methodology in the
Mayor’s SPG Providing for Children and Young People’s Play and Informal Recreation, 18
children (8 under the age of 5, 6 between 5 and 11 years of age, and 4 over the age of 12)
are predicted to live in the proposed development. This would require access to 178 m2 of
play space of which 46% (82 m2) would be for 0-5 year olds, 33% (59 m2) for 5-11 year olds
and 21% (37 m2) for 12+ year olds. Officers note that five of the family units (3-bed) have
direct access to private rear gardens which would be suitable for play for younger children.
Nevertheless, as the proposal would exceed the overall external amenity space requirement
by 347 m2, officers are satisfied that the required play space can be adequately provided on
site, between the combined shared amenity spaces which total 318 m2. A condition

[Condition 18] is recommended to ensure that full details of the children's play space
provisions have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority and
the development has been implemented in accordance with those details, prior to first
occupation of the development.
13

Amenity and Neighbouring Occupiers

Outlook and Privacy

Impact on 348 to 352 Norwood Road

13.1

The south elevation of proposed Block C would be located approximately 4.5 metres to the

north-west of 348 to 352 Norwood Road, which is a mixed use building comprising a retail unit
on the ground floor fronting Norwood Road (Iceland Foods) and nine self-contained residential
units on the upper floors. The residential units are accessed from a core on the north elevation
at Waylett Place (at 20 Waylett Place). There are 22 windows on the north elevation, 10 at first
floor level and 12 at second floor level. The first floor windows serve a communal access
corridor, with the exception of one at the Norwood Road end of the building (furthest from the
application site) that serves a dual aspect living room. The second floor windows are all
situated to the east of the site boundary and all serve bedrooms that directly overlook the
public realm and car park at Waylett Place. They would have oblique angles of sight towards
the application site. The non-residential use of Block C would also reduce the potential amenity
impacts on the neighbouring site, as there would be no habitable rooms in Block C that would
otherwise introduce potential mutual overlooking. Officers also note that all of the units at 20
Waylett Place provide multiple aspect accommodation, with most providing the most
favourable southerly aspect (on the opposite side of the building) due the configuration of that
site, and that block has been designed to avoid overlooking of the application site by
presenting a faceless expanse (no window openings) that would otherwise overlook the
application site.
13.2

Proposed Block B, which would include proposed residential units, would be approximately

20 metres from the external amenity spaces of the west elevation of 348 to 352 Norwood
Road. This would provide a generous separation distance to prevent any adverse overlooking
or privacy conflicts.
13.3

Overall, due to the siting of the proposed development relative to 348 to 352 Norwood

Road, and the proposed non-residential use of Block C, officers are satisfied that there would
be no adverse amenity impacts to that neighbouring development, in terms of outlook and
privacy.

Impact on 8 to 20 Lansdowne Hill

13.4

Proposed Block B would be located approximately 11.5 metres to the north of 8 to 20
Lansdowne Hill at its closest point. That property is a residential development centred around
a landscaped courtyard which also contains onsite parking. It was designed and built to
create a perimeter block that turns its back to the application site which was previously in use
as a laundry. Officers have observed, on site and from archive drawings, that the
development has focused internal corridors, communal stairwells, and secondary window
and door openings along the northern elevation (where additional outlook is achieved in an
alternative direction). It appears that this was done to minimise the outlook towards the
former laundry and to maximise the development potential of 8 to 20 Lansdowne Hill,
building close to the north boundary. The proposal would include obscure glazing on the
south elevation of Block B (four windows), and there would be privacy screens to four
balconies, to protect the privacy of both the proposed units (B.01.02, B.02.03, B.03.03, and
B.04.02) and the properties to the south (8-20 Lansdowne Hill). Officers are satisfied that
these measures would adequately mitigate against any potential adverse amenity impacts to
outlook or privacy.

Impact on 1 to 8 Edridge House

13.5 Proposed Block B would be approximately 23 metres to the south-west of Edridge House.
The separation distance would prevent any adverse impacts to outlook or privacy from this
block.

Impact on 1 to 8 Wakeling House

13.6 Proposed Block B would be approximately 13 metres from Wakeling House at its closet
point. However, officers note the projecting access core which is closer to the shared
boundary. The main part of Wakeling House is set further west, resulting in a separation
distance of between approximately 16 and 18 metres, which is adequate to prevent
unacceptable overlooking or privacy conflicts. Further, officers note that the block has been
designed to focus primarily on the landscaped gardens to the west. Officers have observed
on site that the development has focused toilets, kitchens and communal stairwells, as well
one of the three bedrooms per flat, along the eastern elevation. It appears that this was done
to minimise the outlook towards the former laundry and to maximise the outlook to the west,
affording most of the habitable rooms an outlook towards the landscaped communal

gardens. Officers are satisfied that there would be no adverse amenity impacts in terms of
outlook and privacy.

Impact on Number 10

13.7 There is a single storey infill building to the north of Wakeling House and the east of Roberts
House. There would be a generous separation distance of approximately 19 metres to
proposed Blocks A and B. Further, while number 10 has its entrance orientated towards the
site, it would primarily have a northward orientation, towards Easton House, with an
additional aspect towards a communal landscaped garden. Officers are satisfied that there
would be no adverse amenity impacts in terms of outlook or privacy.

Impact on 1 to 8 Roberts House

13.8 Roberts House is a two storey residential block located further west of number 10. It has no
openings on its eastern elevation. Officers are satisfied that there would be no adverse
amenity impacts in terms of outlook or privacy due to the generous separation distance and
the orientation of that block.

Impact on 1 to 30 Easton House

13.9 Proposed Block A would be approximately 15 metres from the southern projecting access
core of Easton House, and 19 metres from the western elevation of that block, which
includes habitable room windows. Officers are satisfied that there would be no adverse
amenity impacts in terms of outlook or privacy due to the comfortable separation distance
between this block and the proposal.

Impact on 1 to 5 Waylett Place

13.10 There is a terrace of two storey buildings situated to the north-east of the application site at
Waylett Place. The units are in commercial use, with a variety of car related businesses such
as car wash, tyre and repair services. Those buildings form part of the wider site designation
for Site 18. It is envisaged that they too will come forward for redevelopment. The eastern
elevation of proposed Block A, and the northern elevation of proposed Block C, would be the
closest points to any future neighbouring development on Site 18 that would encompass 1 to
5 Waylett Place. Although there are no current proposals before the Local Planning Authority
for the neighbouring site, the application has considered how it would interact with a

hypothetical neighbouring block to the east of proposed Block A and the north of proposed
Block C. The application demonstrates that the proposed new street at the heart of the
application site could be continued northwards, creating a continuous through route, flanked
by the proposal to the west of the street, and a mirror block to the east of the street. Officers
are satisfied that this would be a logical and pragmatic relationship that would ensure the
contiguous development of Site 18, without fettering its development potential. The north
elevation of Block C would not include any openings to prevent any amenity conflicts with the
potential future neighbouring development to the north.

Figure 18: Potential Future Neighbouring Development

Impact on Waylett Place Car Park

13.11 The eastern elevation of Block C would front the public realm at Waylett Place and a council
owned car park. The area is also included in the site wide designation for Site 18. It is
envisaged that the site will come forward for redevelopment. The eastern elevation of
proposed Block C would be the closest point to any future neighbouring development on Site
18 that would encompass the Waylett Place car park.
13.12 Although there are no current proposals before the Local Planning Authority for the
neighbouring site, the application has considered how it would interact with a hypothetical
neighbouring block to the east of proposed Block A and the north of proposed Block C. The
application demonstrates that the proposed new street at the heart of the application site
could be continued northwards, creating a continuous through route, flanked by the proposal
to the west of the street, and a mirror block to the east of the street. Officers are satisfied that
this would be a logical and pragmatic relationship that would ensure the contiguous

development of Site 18, without fettering its development potential. The north elevation of
Block C would not include any openings to prevent any amenity conflicts with the potential
future neighbouring development to the north.

Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing

Overview

13.13 The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains broad contextual overview of the assessment
framework within which BRE compliant sunlight and daylight studies are undertaken. This
includes an explanation of the key terms and targets contained within the BRE guidance. The
following assessment has been made in the context of this information.
13.14 The following surrounding properties contain residential accommodation and, due to their
proximity to the development site, applicable flats within have been assessed in terms of the
effects of the proposed development upon their daylight and sunlight amenity:


8-20 Lansdowne Hill (retirement accommodation)



York Hill Estate:-



-

1-8 Edridge House

-

1-8 & No 10 Wakeling House

-

1-30 Easton House

-

1-8 Roberts House

Norwood Road – Nos 334, 336, 338, 340, 342, 344, 346 & 348-352 (the latter being a
recent new-build)

13.15 Commercial properties are not usually analysed in reference to the BRE Guide unless there
is a particular importance for daylight. The independent consultant appointed by the Council
concluded that the proposal would have minimal effect to the following properties which
appear to be in commercial and are therefore not commented on further within this report:


304-322 (evens) Norwood Road,



1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 Waylett Place

13.16 The analysis is cognisant of the Site 18 designation and mindful that potential future
development of the neighbouring site at Waylett Place is most likely. The proposal, has
made coordination consideration on the ‘masterplan’ in reference to the abutment with
proposed Block C, which is a commercial building with no windows positioned in this

proposed abutment section (a stretch of approximately 14 metres would contain ceramic
backed glazing to provide animation and interest and consistency along the east elevation).
Windows are instead positioned beyond this area to the southern portion of the east
elevation to afford daylight for this office space. The combined or cumulative effect of the
proposal upon neighbouring residential properties would not be significantly different to the
proposal forming this application.

Daylight

Impact on 8-20 Lansdowne Hill

13.17 This two storey residential block has a north facing elevation facing the application site
which is the main elevation for review (albeit the existing low rise massing on site is already
in quite close proximity to this elevation). 8-20 Landsdowne Hill provides retirement
accommodation and is arranged as typically ground floor and 1st floor flats. The layout to
some of the units was confirmed by gaining access to those properties, and further
observations externally, together with comparison of archive plans held by the Council. In
terms of habitable rooms facing the application site (north elevation), the results are
summarised below:

Unit

Windows ref.

Room

in north

served

Further comment

elevation
serving
habitable
rooms
8A (ground)

291 (small side

Living/dining

windows 290 &

Dual aspect – also served by
window in the front elevation

292 either
side)
293

Kitchen (off

Small kitchen circa 6m2

living room)
8B (1st floor)

294 & 295 serve a landing – no windows applicable for
assessment

10A (ground)

299

Kitchen (off
living room)

Small kitchen circa 6 m2

301 (small side

Living/dining

windows 300 &

Dual aspect – also served by
window in the front elevation

302 either
side)
st

10B (1 floor)

298 serve a landing – no windows applicable for assessment
(window 304 serves the communal staircase – not applicable
for assessment)

12A (1st floor)

305

Bedroom

Dual aspect – main window
is 306 on west facing
elevation

Table 3: Rooms Surveyed

Figure 19: 8-20 Lansdowne Hill Window References

Figure 20: 8-20 Lansdowne Hill Window References

Figure 21: 8-20 Lansdowne Hill Window References
13.18 In terms of daylight VSC, ‘minor adverse’ reduction has been identified to window ref. 291
(adjacent immediate small secondary windows 290 & 292 which also have minor adverse
reductions but in reference to BRE Guide, it is the main window within the bay / patio
arrangement that is considered). The room is a dual aspect living /dining (window also in
the front / south facing elevation). The VSC for windows ref. 291 as existing is 31.7

reducing to 23.7 in the proposed (reduction of 25%) – the reduction is minor adverse and
retained value is consider good for an urban context.
13.19 ‘Minor adverse’ reduction was also identified to window ref. 293 which serves a small
kitchen (given the room size of circa 6m2, this could potentially be considered as nonhabitable in consideration of many other London Boroughs in reference to the London
Plan). The VSC as existing is 31.0 reducing to 22.6 in the proposed (reduction of 27%) –
the reduction is minor adverse and retained value is consider good for an urban context.
13.20 A ‘moderate adverse’ reductions was identified at window ref. 301 (adjacent immediate
small secondary windows 300 & 302 which also have moderate adverse reductions but in
reference to BRE Guide, it is the main window within the bay / patio arrangement that is
considered). The room is dual aspect living /dining (window also in the front / south facing
elevation). The VSC for windows ref. 301 as existing is 27.9 reducing to 17.3 in the
proposed (reduction of 38%) – the reduction is moderate adverse and whilst the retained
value would preferably be higher, the room is dual aspect, thus on balance, considered
reasonable. (As background, Right of Light Consulting have this room use as ‘kitchen’
which is based on the layout plans but upon further consideration, this is likely to be
incorrect).
13.21 One ‘major adverse’ reduction was identified to window ref. 299 which serves a small
kitchen (given the room size of circa 6m2, this could potentially be considered as nonhabitable in consideration of many other London Boroughs in reference to the London
Plan). The VSC as existing is 31.2 reducing to 18.5 in the proposed (reduction of 41%) –
the reduction is major adverse and whilst the retained value would preferably be slightly
higher, the room is small (the London Plan suggests as non-habitable) and on balance,
considered reasonable.
13.22 The existing daylight distribution to the rooms is extremely high, many close to 100%. The
results of the independent assessment concludes that any anticipated reductions will not
exceed 20% and will readily meet the BRE Guide target criteria in respect of daylight
distribution. Overall, the daylight impact to 8-20 Lansdowne Hill (VSC and daylight
distribution) would be acceptable due the identification of rooms impacted (small kitchens),
the availability of an additional aspect to rooms, and the urban context.
Impact on 1-8 Edridge House – York Hill Estate

13.23 The block is not directly opposite the proposal, with the east facing elevation facing the low
rise two-storey neighbouring property of 8-20 Lansdowne Hill. The analysis results
presented by Right of Light Consulting confirm that the reductions in daylight to applicable
windows / rooms for review, readily meet BRE Guide target criteria and there are no
adverse effects to this block.

Impact on 1-8 Wakeling House – York Hill Estate

13.24 This four storey residential block has an east facing elevation facing primarily Block B of the
proposal. Eight residential flats are accessed from a central access core. Flat layouts to
some of the units were confirmed by site visit, and based upon observations externally, it is
evident that for the windows facing the development site, the closest windows on either
side of the core serve bathrooms (non-habitable), then a window serving a small kitchen
(circa 8 m2) and the furthest window serving a bedroom. The main living room and
remaining bedrooms have windows in the west facing elevation / facing away from the
application site. Therefore, the review to each flat is focused on one bedroom and a small
kitchen (which could be considered as non-habitable by London Plan definition).
13.25 In terms of daylight VSC, ‘minor adverse’ reductions were identified to two windows:


ref: 42 with a reduction of 21% and



ref: 70 with a reduction of 22%) but both of these are small kitchens.

13.26 ‘Moderate adverse’ reductions were identified to four windows:


ref 39 – kitchen;



ref 69 with a reduction of 31% - kitchen



ref 72 with a reduction of 38% and



ref 73 with a reduction of 30% - bedrooms).

13.27 ‘Major adverse’ reductions were identified to three windows:


ref 67 with a reduction of 49%,



ref 68 with a reduction of 41%– both kitchens; and



ref 71 – bedroom with a reduction of 46%).

Figure 22: 1-8 Wakeling House Window References

Figure 23: 1-8 Wakeling House Window References

13.28 As existing VSC levels are so high (and unusual for an urban context), despite some
adverse reductions to VSC, in the proposed scenario, all VSC values are still at a VSC of 20 or
above, with the isolated exception of two kitchens to the flats to the north of the service core at
ground and first floor levels (a VSC of 20 or above is considered still reasonable, especially in
consideration of an urban locality). On that basis (and given the main adversity relates to two
small kitchens which can be considered non-habitable or occupied for limited periods), the

independent assessment concludes that the impact of the proposal in respect of daylight VSC
could still be considered acceptable (also see next item in terms of daylight distribution).
13.29 Existing daylight distribution to the rooms is extremely high and close to 100% and this is
unusual in an urban context. The independent assessment concludes that there will be no
adversity to the flats to the south of the access core, with the isolated exception of some
minor impact to a small kitchen on the ground floor. Adversity to the flats to the north of the
core can be summarised as follows:


Kitchen (ref 67) – Daylight distribution existing 88% reducing to 49% proposed
(reduction of 44%).



Bedroom (ref 71) – Daylight distribution existing 94% reducing to 55% proposed
(reduction of 41%).



Kitchen (ref 68) – Daylight distribution existing 88% reducing to 53% proposed
(reduction of 28%).



Bedroom (ref 72) – Daylight distribution existing 94% reducing to 72% proposed
(reduction of 23%).

13.30 The reductions in daylight distribution (not meeting target criteria) are more isolated than
the identified VSC reductions. The independent assessment considers that the reductions
in respect of daylight distribution to the ground floor kitchen and bedroom and a first floor
kitchen to be more significant. However, the kitchens can be considered to be nonhabitable rooms, and in any event, approximately half the room area would retain access to
direct skylight (circa 50% daylight distribution) which is considered reasonable in an urban
context, especially when considering the use of the bedroom, where daylight is considered
less important than to a living room.
13.31

On balance, the daylight impact upon 1-8 Wakeling House could be considered
acceptable, including due consideration also to VSC and the overall urban context and
daylight values more usually considered in the urban context, isolated impact relating to a
room use of bedroom and small kitchens; equally, the layout of all flats has the benefit of
being dual aspect with the main elevation facing away from the proposal.
Impact on 10 Wakeling House and 1-8 Roberts House – York Hill Estate

13.32 The flank elevation of these properties front the application site and have no windows.
Therefore, any reduction to daylight to windows serving habitable rooms could only be on
an oblique / limited angle. The reductions in daylight to applicable windows / rooms would
readily meet BRE Guide target criteria. There is no adverse effect to these blocks.
Impact on 1-30 Easton House – York Hill Estate

13.33 This is a five storey residential block where a short section of the building runs parallel with
the application site (south of the southern service core). It has an external deck-access
arrangement, resulting in minimal levels of VSC as existing. Daylight distribution is less
affected. The BRE Guide allows the consideration of analysis ‘without balconies’, in such
instances, to consider whether the sensitivity is resulting from the inherent obstruction of
the deck-access or whether the sensitivity is due to the proposed development.
13.34 In terms of VSC to windows south of the southern access core, all windows meet BRE
Guide target criteria with the isolated exception of seven windows at the southern end of
the east facing elevation. The room use of three of the windows has not been determined,
but it is assumed that they are habitable rooms. All three are the last window on the
southern end of the east elevation, at ground, first and second floor level (ref 101, ref 103,
and ref 105). The moderate reductions range from 30-35% but the retained VSC values are
still 21.5, 23.9 and 26.2 respectively which are considered reasonable for an urban context.
The remaining four windows relate to the second to last window in the east facing elevation
(at the south end), at first, second and third floor level, and each respectively serves a
kitchen (ref 110, ref 111, and ref 112). The reductions range from 37-39%. The minor
reduction is to window ref 113 with a reduction of 23%. All existing and proposed VSC
values for these four windows are lower than the aforementioned adjoining windows due to
the vertical projection of the adjoining southern access core which restricts daylight. These
kitchens are anticipated to be small in size, similar to other blocks within this estate, and the
London Plan suggests they can be considered as non-habitable. It is also apparent that the
access core results in some inherent sensitivity due to its projection.

Figure 24: 1-30 Easton House Window References

Figure 25: 1-30 Easton House Window References
13.35 In terms of VSC to windows within the deck access, all windows would meet BRE Guide
target criteria with the isolated exception of nine windows, where minor adverse reductions
have been identified. When the theoretical analysis is undertaken ‘without balcony’ soffit
above the subject window, the reductions in VSC would readily meet BRE Guide target
criteria. On this basis, the independent assessment concludes that the inherent obstruction
of the balcony soffits above sampled windows results in sensitivity to reduction rather than
an adverse impact resulting from the proposal.

13.36 In terms of daylight distribution, reasonable assumption have been made to identify the use
of the impacted rooms. Reductions in daylight distribution would meet the BRE Guide target
criteria with the isolated exception of one window serving a ground floor kitchen (ref 110)
where there would be a minor adverse reduction of 29%. This isolated reduction to a nonhabitable room is considered reasonable in an urban context.
13.37 In summary, the consideration of both VSC and daylight distribution has lead the
independent consultant to conclude that, on balance, in consideration of the deck-access,
the overall urban context, and daylight values more usually considered in the urban context,
the aforementioned analysis for both VSC and daylight distribution, is considered on
balance, to be acceptable.

Impact on 334, 336, 340, 342, 344, 346 and 348-352 Norwood Road

13.38 Due to the separation distance between these properties and the proposed development,
the independent consultant has concluded that the reductions in daylight to applicable
windows / rooms would readily meet BRE Guide target criteria. There is no adverse effect
to this properties.

Summary

13.39 In considering all aspects of daylight and sunlight, the proposed scheme would result in
some isolated adverse and noticeable reductions in daylight (but not for sunlight). On
balance, the reductions can be considered reasonable due to factors which include:


The limited extent of the adverse impact



The impacted room use: where reductions have been identified to bedrooms and small
(non-habitable) kitchens



The existing massing of the application site (single storey) which is unusual in an urban
context (resulting in greater reductions, and



The urban context

Construction Impacts

13.40 Details of construction logistics were submitted in support of the application. However, as
noise, disturbance, dust and inconvenience during the construction period would need to be
appropriately mitigated, and to avoid nuisance during construction, the council’s appointed
environmental health consultant recommended that a more detailed construction
environment management plan (CEMP) would be necessary for a development of this scale.

A condition [Condition 48] is recommended to secure the CEMP and to minimise the impact
of the works on site. Thames Water would seek measures to minimise groundwater
discharges into the public sewer during construction, and a permit would be required. Air
quality is considered further below.
14

Designing Out Crime

14.1

In accordance with London Plan policy 7.3 (Designing out crime) and policy Q3

(Community safety) of the Local Plan, the proposal should design out opportunities for crime
wherever practicable.
14.2

The existing site is vacant and its boundaries front poor quality public realm. The existing

east boundary fronts Waylett Place where there is car parking and service arrangements. The
backland space appears functional and feels intimidating.
14.3

The existing west boundary fronts the York Hill Estate where the estate access road

provides car parking, servicing, and access cores to the buildings. The residential
accommodation at the York Hill Estate deliberately turns its back to the application site, opting
for perspectives of the landscaped quadrangles of the estate, and focuses non-habitable
rooms towards the site. The estate road appears functional and feels un-observed.
14.4

The scheme has incorporated a range of design principles in order to promote natural

surveillance. For example, the cycle and bin stores are an integral part of the design and are
provided in secure and sheltered areas, and the siting of entrances in overlooked and
generous public realm spaces will minimise opportunistic crime and antisocial behavior.
Officers note that Block C would be approachable on all sides but this will contribute to a
perimeter block if future plans for the wider Site 18 come forward. In the interim, the Block
would be overlooking by existing properties to the south and the proposed block to the west
and north-west.
14.5

The future pedestrian routes through the site can be delivered in a phased way and can be

controlled by access gates. An obligation in the legal agreement is recommended to secure the
details of the pedestrian routes and a suitable mechanism for the removal of the gates if the
public access to the York Hill Estate becomes operational. In addition, the details of the
boundary treatments, including the security gates, would be secured by condition [Condition
10].
14.6

The Design Out Crime Officer has explained that the proposal should be able to achieve

the security requirements of Secured by Design and the adoption of these standards will help
to reduce the opportunity for crime, creating a safer, more secure and sustainable
environment.

14.7

It is considered necessary to secure the details and specification of security elements for

the scheme, and as the development is suitable to achieve Secured by Design accreditation, a
‘Secured by Design’ condition is recommended so that the development will follow the
principles and physical security requirements of Secured by Design [Condition 20].
15 Trees and Landscaping

15.1

Local Plan Policy EN1 (Open space and biodiversity) seek to protect and enhance

biodiversity through development and the provision of new open spaces and soft landscaping
(alongside policies Q9 Landscaping and Q10 Trees). The site itself has an extensive building
and hard surface coverage owing to its previous use. Consequently, it is not subject to any
formal protection in terms of nature conservation. The application presents an opportunity to
introduce new high quality paving and planting to enhance the area.

15.2

The submitted Arboricultural Report in support of the application concluded that two groups

of trees would need to be removed from the site irrespective of the proposed application, and
one low quality tree would need to be removed but a replacement tree would be included in the
landscaping scheme. There would be minimal and insignificant impact on retained trees, and
they would be protected during construction. The Arboricultural and Landscape Planning
Officer had no objection to the proposals. It is recommended that a condition would ensure that
nearby trees would be protected during construction [Condition 51].

Figure 26: Trees for Removal and Protection
15.3

There would be intermittent landscaped beds between the blue badge car parking spaces,

together with trees at the heart of the proposal, which seeks to create a new landscaped street
on approach from Lansdowne Hill. Landscaped rear gardens, to include the two shared garden
spaces accessed from both cores, would soften the western boundary of the proposal. The
communal roof terrace would provide additional opportunities for landscaping. The potential
new pedestrian routes linking the York Hill Estate with Waylett Place would integrate tiered
planting beds to enhance the public realm and improve the attractiveness of those paths.

15.4

A condition is recommended to secure details of a comprehensive and high quality

landscaping scheme that would mitigate for the limited amenity provision of the site, and create
a landscaped street environment [Condition 21].

16 Transport and Servicing

Site Context

16.1 The application site has its main entrance from Lansdowne Hill, a borough road, to the south.
The site also has frontage to Waylett Place along its eastern boundary, which is also a
borough road that leads to Norwood Road at two points. Norwood Road is a London
distributor road (A215). The site is bound by a private access road serving the B&Q retail unit
to the north, and the York Hill Estate road to the west (neither are adopted highways).
16.2 The site has a PTAL rating of 6a meaning that users of the proposed development would
have excellent access to public transport services such as bus routes (11 routes linking to
Brixton, Marylebone, Elephant and Castle, Euston, Crystal Palace, Croydon and Balham),
West Norwood rail station (approximately 300 metres to the south), and Tulse Hill rail station
(approximately 600 metres to the north).

Site Access and Safety

16.3During the assessment of the original planning application under ref: 18/00580/FUL, concerns
were raised by Transport colleagues regarding the shared access point from Lansdowne Hill
due to the relationship between vehicles (cars, service and refuse collection vehicles) and
more vulnerable road uses such as pedestrians and cyclists accessing the site along a shared
surface. Concern was also raised with the visibility of road users on Lansdowne Hill.

16.4The Transport Assessment submitted in support of the application has demonstrated that the
access route would have a limited level of traffic volume (with a combined total of 26 car, taxi
and motorcyclist trips predicted per day). The proposal would generate 2 car movements in
the morning peak hours and 3 car movements in the evening peak hours which is considered
negligible. This is partly due to the limited proposed car parking provision, which would
facilitate 8 blue badge car parking spaces (6 residential and 2 commercial spaces). There
would be four electric vehicle charging points to serve the car parking spaces. This would be
delivered through a legal agreement. The proposal would otherwise be a car free
development, encouraging users of the site to walk a more direct and convenient route
eastwards towards the town centre.

16.5The majority of projected daily trips generated by the proposal would be pedestrian (255 trips),
cyclist (19 trips), or through of public transport (155 bus trips).

16.6Of the limited number of vehicles entering the site, the speed of those vehicles would be
controlled (5 mph) along the short access route (approximately 28 metres) through design
interventions. A continuous footway at the point of entry that would be raised up to act as a
ramp, and a rubber speed strip. This would ensure pedestrian priority for users of the public
pavement outside of the application site. There would be a change in surfacing (texture or
colour) to demark a defined pedestrian priority strip along the shared surface (using a rumble
strip along the length of the route). The shared surface would still allow for comfortable
manoeuvrability so that larger vehicles could negotiate the turn into, and out of, the site where
necessary. A preliminary design of the access improvements was provided. Transport and
Highways colleagues agreed its acceptability in principle. This would be secured by way of a
section 278 agreement at the developer’s expense. The agreement would also secure the
removal of a parking space and new and refreshed lining (double yellow and dog-bone) to the
north side of Landsdowne Hill, adjacent to, and to the west of, the improved junction. The
resulting loss of the parking space would ensure the enhanced westbound visibility at the
access point.

Figure 27: Proposed Access Improvements

16.7

The proposal would future proof the development by facilitating a potential vehicular

through route northwards to the wider Site 18 designated land at the B&Q end. This could then
eliminate the need for service vehicles to perform a turn in the road manoeuver, as vehicles
would no longer need to go back out the way they entered the site from Lansdowne Hill.
Sustainable Travel

16.8

The proposal would improve the permeability of the site by facilitating two new pedestrian

routes for trips from the York Hill Estate road, through the application site, linking to Waylett
Place and the wider town centre. As the York Hill Estate is private land outside of the red line
boundary, the applicant has agreed to a financial contribution to complete any works required
outside the application site, such as resurfacing works, the creation of a new pavement and
works to the boundary, in delivering the new routes. The details will need to be agreed through
an appropriate legal agreement. Officers consider that the new entrances will need to be gated
until the routes are safe to use. They may be removed once the route is opened to the public.
In this instance, officers conclude that the works are necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms (specifically provision ‘vi’ of the Site 18 policy under PN7, which
requires the application to improve permeability and linkages through the site including a
pedestrian link through the site to improve access to the York Hill Estate). The obligation is
directly related to the development and is fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the
development. Officers are satisfied that the planning obligation meets regulation 122 of The
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. The final details of the boundary treatments,
including the gates, will be secured through condition [Condition 10].

Figure 28: Policy PN7 Identifies Pedestrian Links through the Application Site

16.9

The proposal would require works at Waylett Place, to include resurfacing of the pavement

along the east boundary, a dropped kerb to improve accessibility, and the stopping up of a
parking space. This would be secured through a s.278 legal agreement.
16.10 The improvements to pedestrian routes as part of the amended plans, including the
creation of a step free pedestrian link between Waylett Place and the new street within the
development, alongside the improvements to access routes into the communal spaces,

demonstrates compliance with draft London Plan policy T2 (Healthy Streets) and was
supported by TfL during the assessment of the original planning application under
ref:18/00580/FUL
16.11 There would be secure residential cycle storage in three separate facilities to accommodate
87 cycles (68 spaces on two tier racks and 19 Sheffield stand spaces). The proposed cycle
stores were redesigned during the assessment of the original planning application under ref:
18/00580/FUL to ensure fewer doors and increased circulation space between the cycle
storage racks and stands. The number of cycle parking spaces were increased in line with draft
London Plan standards in order for TfL to be supportive of the proposals. The provision would
surpass the draft London Plan 2017 Policy T5 standards. The dedicated and integral storage
areas are of a practical shape to allow convenient manoeuvrability of bikes along the isles
which would have a comfortable width. The facilities are located close to both access cores
and would require users to only open one single door for ease of access. An additional
provision of 12 spaces would be accommodated in the rear communal amenity areas of Blocks
A and B to future proof the scheme and exceed the Draft London Plan standard. This would
bring the total provision of residential cycle storage to 99 spaces, in addition to 12 visitor
spaces by way of Sheffield stands to the south and west of Block C.
16.12 There would be secure commercial cycle storage in a dedicated lockup integrated into
Block C to accommodate 8 spaces. This would be supplemented by 16 visitor spaces by way
of Sheffield stands to the south and west of Block C.
16.13 The proposal would provide a publically accessed cycle hoop pump to encourage cycling.

Car Parking

16.14 The application site has a PTAL rating of 6a meaning that users of the proposed
development would have excellent access to public transport services. Both the London Plan
and the Local Plan seek car free developments in areas of high public transport accessibility.
The application site does not fall within a designated Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ), and
there is concern that the proposal would contribute to localised parking stress (approximately
80% parking stress with 26 spaces free during the survey). The proposal would provide 8
blue badge car parking spaces. 6 of the spaces would account for the minimum 10% of the
total number of dwellings and the remaining 2 spaces would serve the commercial use.
There would be four electric vehicle charging points to serve these car parking spaces.
These provisions would be delivered through conditions [Condition 25 and 26]. The applicant
is agreeable to otherwise securing the development’s car free status, precluding the future
occupants from applying for car parking permits should a CPZ be adopted. The car free
status of the site would be secured through an appropriate legal agreement. The applicant

has agreed to a financial contribution towards the delivery and implementation of a potential
future local CPZ. This would be secured through a legal agreement. TfL also welcomes the
car free nature of the proposal.
Waste and Recycling

16.15 The site would be serviced from the newly created central courtyard. Both the residential
cycle storage provision (outlined above) and refuse management facilities would be easily
accessed from here. There would be four dedicated refuse storage areas, with a bin store
adjacent to each of the access cores to Blocks A and B, a bulk refuse store at the south-east
end of Block B, and a bin store at the south-east end of Block C serving the commercial use.
16.16 A Delivery and Serving Plan was submitted in support of the application to describe how
delivery and refuse collection vehicles would serve the centre of the site by entering from, and
exiting to, Lansdowne Hill in forward gear. The proposal would provide a suitable turning area
within the courtyard and the submission has provided swept path analysis to demonstrate the
performance of the manoeuver required to collect refuse from the residential elements of the
proposal (Blocks A and B).
16.17 Block C would be serviced from Waylett Place, where delivery and refuse collection
vehicles would approach and move away from the site by Norwood Road.
16.18 Veolia Waste had no objection to the application and noted that they were unchanged from
the previous application, where they wrote in support of the waste management arrangements
described in the Design and Access Statement.
16.19 It is anticipated that the site would generate 12 vehicle (LGV and Rigid 2/3 Axle) daily trips
to service the site. The servicing demand of the site would be minimal, with no adverse impact
to the road network.
16.20 Conditions will secure the final Delivery and Serving Plan and the final details of the waste
and recycling storage facilities, which will to be agreed by the Local Planning Authority prior to
the occupation of the site [Conditions 27 and 28].
Network Impacts

16.21 The Transport Assessment submitted in support of the planning application demonstrates
that the proposal would generate approximately 22 private car trips in any one 24 hour
period. However, the majority of projected daily trips generated by the proposal would be
pedestrian (255 trips), or made by public transport modes (155 bus trips), or by cyclist (19
trips). Of the 22 private car trips, it is anticipated that the proposal would generate 2 vehicle
trips in the morning peak hours and 3 in the evening peak hours. The impact on the road

network would be negligible, and the car free status (with the exception of the 8 blue badge
spaces) of the development would be secured by legal agreement. TfL confirmed in the
assessment of the original planning application that the proposal would have no adverse
impact on the strategic road network. It is therefore unnecessary to assess the impact on the
road network given that the proposal is identical in transport terms.
Public Transport

16.22 Given the excellent PTAL rating and access to a range of public transport services from the
site, TfL have confirmed that the development is unlikely to have a significant adverse impact
on the operation of public transport.

Demolition and Construction Impacts

16.23 The Transport Assessment submitted in support of the application explains that a site
compound would be set up and enclosed within hoardings for safety. A condition would
secure the details of a final Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) to
ensure pedestrian and cyclist safety. The CEMP would formalise the build programme and
duration, the construction route, hours of construction, construction deliveries, together with
environmental considerations such as noise, dust and debris mitigation measures to
minimise amenity impacts during the construction programme [Condition 48].

Mitigation

16.24 The following measures would be secured to mitigate the transport impacts of the proposal:
 Delivery and servicing management plan [Condition 27]
 Construction and Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) [Condition 48]
 8 x blue badge car parking spaces (6 x residential and 2 employments use) [Condition
25]
 4 x electric vehicle charging points, each serving 2 x blue badge car parking spaces
[Condition 26]
 Car parking permit free designation for both residential and commercial elements
[Obligation]
 Financial contribution towards the implementation of a future CPZ (£117,500)
[Obligation]
 Car club membership for each dwelling (51 x 3 year memberships) [Obligation]
 Car club membership for commercial elements (1 year business account) [Obligation]

 Residential and workplace travel plans plus monitoring costs (2 x £3,800 = £7,600)
[Obligation]
 Upgraded site access from Lansdowne Hill, including the removal of one on street car
parking space, upgraded road markings, and reinstatement of a continuous pavement
at the vehicular entrance, to be secured by s278 legal agreement (in line with the
preliminary design agreed with Highways colleagues) [Obligation]
 Public realm improvements at Waylett Place (including dropped kerb for improved
access and servicing, the removal of one on street parking space upgraded road
markings, together with pavement surface improvements) to be secured by s278 legal
agreement [Obligation]
 Publically available cyclehoop pump secured by legal agreement [Condition 23]
16.25 The mitigation measures listed above would ensure that the proposal would not adversely
impact the safe and efficient operation of the highway network and would actively
encourage sustainable travel, in line with the aims and objectives of the Local Plan. These
measures would be secured through appropriate planning conditions or s.106 obligations.
17

Environmental Considerations

Flood Risk, Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) and Groundwater

17.1

In accordance with London Plan policies 5.12 – 5.15 regarding flood risk and sustainable

drainage and Local Plan policies EN5 (Flood Risk) and EN6 (Sustainable drainage systems
and water management), proposals should reduce the risk of flooding through appropriate
design and measures to manage water, and surface water run-off. As a major development
proposal, a Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) strategy must be prepared and agreed by
the council (acting as a SuDS Approval Body).
17.2

The application has been accompanied by Flood Risk Assessment which has adequately

assessed the risk of flooding, and a conceptual drainage strategy has been submitted. The
submission was reviewed by the council’s sustainability officer for flooding and drainage. The
risk of flooding is considered low, as the site is within Flood Risk Zone 1 and is not within a
breach area. There is no fluvial flood records in close proximity to the site. In terms of surface
water, the site is not in a critical drainage area, and there is no fluvial flood risk to the site. In
terms of groundwater, there is no previous flood incident records for the site.
17.3

Attenuation measures would be incorporated into the scheme before the water would pass

to the existing Thames Water combined sewer, requiring their prior approval. The Flood Risk
Assessment highlights the inclusion of 308 m2 of green roofs, permeable paving, and rainwater
harvesting throughout the proposal. A condition is recommended to secure the final drainage

strategy [Condition 29], its implementation, maintenance and the management of the
sustainable drainage scheme. Full details of the proposed green roof will also be secured by
condition [Condition 38]. The impacts of contamination, including the screening of ground
water, are considered below.
Contamination

17.4

The supporting information submitted with the application relating to contamination was

independently assessed by the council’s appointed environmental health consultant who noted
that the site is at high risk of chlorinated solvent contamination to the land due to the former
use of the site as a laundry. Investigation works should account for the potential of
polychlorinated bi-phenols (PCBs) due the presence of an electricity substation at the site.
17.5

Short term observations have not identified any groundwater, but the environmental health

consultant noted that it is important that any groundwater that may be present at the site is
screened for contamination, including chlorinated solvents, and longer term observations may
be required. It was recommended that the Environment Agency be consulted regarding a
ground water risk assessment associated with this site to date. However, the Environment
Agency replied to advise that they had no comment to make in relation to the application.
17.6

Mitigating conditions are recommended to secure a more detailed site investigation scheme

and verification plan, a remediation strategy before the commencement of any work on site. An
amended remediation strategy will be required should new contaminants be found during the
build programme [Condition 31-33]. An informative is recommended to notify the applicant of
vapor protection remedial works.
Air Quality

17.7

The whole Borough is within an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) and the proposal

should be at least ‘air quality neutral’ and not lead to further deterioration of existing poor
quality. An Air Quality Assessment (AQA) was submitted in support of the application, which
reported that pollutant concentrations in the area are below air quality objectives and the site is
located away from busy roads, and therefore, users of the proposal would experience
acceptable air quality.
17.8

The Sustainability Team on air quality reviewed the submitted documents and consider that

the proposal would meet air quality neutrality requirements for transport and building emissions
benchmarks. Full details of the final proposed gas boiler system should be secured by
condition to ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development [Condition 34]

in line with London Plan policy 7.14 (Improving air quality) and the Mayor’s SPG: Sustainable
Design and Construction.
17.9

The site has been identified as a medium risk site for demolition, earthworks and

construction, and low risk for trackout, with between 10-100 high sensitivity receptors within 20
meters of the site boundary. Therefore, the sensitivity of dust soiling effects is high. Therefore,
a condition is recommended to secure a comprehensive Air Quality and Dust Management
Plan (AQDMP). A non-Road Mobile Machinery condition is also recommended [Conditions 35
and 36].
17.10 Overall, Officers are satisfied that with the recommended mitigation measures in place, the
proposals would comply with both relevant national air quality legislation and national, regional
and local planning policy.

18 Sustainable Design and Construction

Decentralised Energy

18.1

In accordance with London Plan Policies 5.1-5.7 and Local Plan policies EN3

(Decentralised Energy) and EN4 (Sustainable design and construction) the application has
been accompanied by an Energy Statement and a Sustainability Statement. The council’s
Sustainability Officer has reviewed the submission and confirmed that the supporting
information has adequately demonstrated that high standards of sustainable design have been
incorporated into the proposed development. This would include improved insulation and air
tightness standards, and energy efficient lighting.
18.2

There are no existing decentralised networks in the vicinity of the site when referring to the

London Heat Map, and the scale of the proposal (fewer than 60 units) would not warrant a
community heating system, and it would not be feasible for a development of this size to install
a CHP system. However, the Energy Statement has explained that ducting would be installed
from the site boundary into each building to future proof the scheme, and allow a future
connection to a district heating system should this become feasible. The Sustainability Officer
has recommended that further detail of this connection should be secured by condition
[Condition 37]. Officers are satisfied that this would satisfy provision (xi) of the Site 18 policy
which seeks to explore the potential for a local energy network within the development.

Sustainable Energy

18.3 The applicant has submitted an adequate Energy Statement for this stage of the
development and proposes the incorporation of solar PV and air source heat pumps. The

photovoltaic panels alone can reduce carbon dioxide emissions to equate to a reduction of
14.6%. A condition is recommended to secure the details of the photovoltaic panels and their
appearance on the building [Condition 41].
Green Roofs

18.4 Policy 5.11 (Green roofs and development site environs) of the London Plan states that
major development proposals should be designed to include roof, wall and site planting,
especially green roofs and walls where feasible. Proposed Block C (the commercial building)
would have a green roof. The communal roof terrace to Block B would also include soft
landscaping which will add to the combined total of 328 m2 of green roof provision. The roof
of Block A would contain photovoltaic panels and has been specified as a brown roof to
facilitate its maintenance while maximising the sustainable drainage provision. A condition is
recommended to secure the final details of the green roof [Condition 38].
Carbon Offsetting

18.5

Policy 5.2 (Minimising carbon dioxide emissions) of the Local Plan requires new residential

buildings forming part of major development proposals to be 'zero carbon'. The London
Housing SPG defines 'zero carbon homes' as homes forming part of major development
applications where the residential element of the application achieves at least a 35% reduction
in regulated carbon dioxide emissions (beyond Part L Building Regulations 2013) on-site (in
line with London Plan Policy 5.2B). The Energy Statement has confirmed that a site wide
reduction of 38.8% is expected from the proposed development. Design stage SAP and SBEM
calculations have been submitted to back up this estimated carbon reduction. A condition is
recommended to secure ‘As Built’ calculations to demonstrate that the development has
achieved a 35% reduction in carbon emissions over that requirement if Part L of the Building
Regulations 2013 [Condition 39 and 40].
18.6

The remaining regulated carbon dioxide emissions, to 100%, are to be off-set through a

cash in lieu contribution. In Lambeth, contributions will be set at £1,800 per tonne of carbon,
which represents £60 per tonne over a period of 30 years. The carbon offset payment for this
development has been confirmed by the Sustainability Officer and this can be paid to the Local
Planning Authority in due course, and secured through the legal agreement.
BREEAM

18.7 A BREEAM pre-assessment has been submitted which indicates that Block C will achieve a
rating of ‘Excellent’ with a score of 74.5%. The Sustainability Officer has therefore
recommended that a condition should ensure that this rating of Excellent should be secured
at both design and post construction stages [Conditions 42-45].
Overheating

18.8

The submission has identified a slight risk of overheating to the residential blocks due to

solar gains, but sufficient shadowing to avoid overheating to the office block. Therefore, a
condition is recommended to ensure that an Overheating Report is submitted to demonstrate
how the risk of overheating would be minimised [Condition 46].

Water Consumption

18.9

The applicant has indicated an intention to meet the policy requirement of 105 litres per

person per day. A condition is recommend to secure details of water efficiency [Condition 47].
Construction Impacts

18.10 A Conceptual Construction Logistics plan outlines a few measures that will be implemented
to reduce the impact of construction waste. A final CEMP will be secured by condition
[Condition 48].

19 Employment and Training

19.1

The proposed office building is an employment generating use. Using the Homes and

Communities Agency (HCA) employment densities, officers estimate that the 992 m2 of office
floor space would result in between 76-124 full time equivalent (FTE) jobs.

19.2

Economic and Inclusion colleagues have calculated a financial obligation of £57,061

towards employment and skills.
19.3

In addition there are also non-financial obligations. The developer must produce an

Employment and Skills Plan (ESP) to outline how they will try to achieve 25% local labour
(during the construction phase and for the first two years of end-use occupation of the
development for local residents). This will include elements such as:



A target of 1 apprenticeship per 1,000 sqm of development or every 10 residential units
proposed



A target of 1 paid job placement for every 2,500 sqm of development (end-use only)



Notification of job vacancies to the council



Pre-employment training and support



Engagement with local young people/schools/college

18.4

The non-financial obligations are detailed in 6.4 of the Employment and Skills SPD.

20 Planning Obligations and CIL

20.1

The LLP Policy D4 and Annex 10 sets out the Council’s policy in relation to seeking

planning obligations and the charging approaches for various types of obligation. For
contributions that are not covered by Annex 10, the Council’s approach to calculating
contributions is guided by the Development Viability SPD (adopted 2017) and the Employment
and Skills SPD (adopted 2018).

20.2

The planning obligations that are proposed are considered necessary to make the

development acceptable in planning terms, are directly related to the development and are
fairly and reasonably related in kind and in scale to the development. They are therefore
compliant with the requirements of Regulation 122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy
Regulations 2010.

20.3

The proposed obligations to be secured through the S106 Agreement are as follows:

Affordable Housing


31.37% affordable housing by unit (35.66% by habitable room) with 11 social and 5
shared ownership



Pre-implementation review of viability (if an agreed level of progress has not been made
within 24 months of the decision)



Shared ownership units secured with a blended income range between £60,000 and
£90,000

Offices


Secure the details of the marketing strategy for Block C and evidence to demonstrate
that the applicant has actively sought to attract a company specialising in the long term
management of space for small businesses, in the lead up to the completion of the

development (a trigger point of not later than 3 months prior to the completion of Block
C is suggested) and include requirements for complying with the marketing strategy as
approved in writing by the Council.


Ensure that the newly created floor space would be in ‘turn key’ condition, fitted out and
ready for occupation, suitable for small and medium enterprises, providing flexible
workspace.



Ensure that the employment use (Block C) is made available for occupation prior to the
occupation of the market residential units

Pedestrian Walkways


Details of gates on new pedestrian routes and mechanism for their removal if public
access to York Hill Estate is agreed



Financial contribution to secure improvements on York Hill Estate to open new
pedestrian links

Transport


Car free status of the development for both residential and commercial elements



Financial contribution to secure the implementation of the future CPZ ((£117,500)



Car club membership for each dwelling (51 x 3 year memberships)



Car club membership for commercial elements (1 year business account)



Residential and workplace travel plans plus monitoring costs (2 x £3,800 = £7,600)



Upgraded site access from Lansdowne Hill, including the removal of one on street car
parking space, upgraded road markings, and reinstatement of a continuous pavement
at the vehicular entrance, to be secured by s278 legal agreement (in line with the
preliminary design agreed with Highways colleagues)



Public realm improvements at Waylett Place (including dropped kerb for improved
access and servicing, the removal of one on street parking space upgraded road
markings, together with pavement surface improvements) to be secured by s278 legal
agreement



Removal of the retaining wall if a vehicular through route northwards to the wider Site
18 designated land at the B&Q end is to be delivered in the future

Sustainable Design and Construction


Carbon off-set through a cash in lieu contribution

Employment and Training



Employment and Skills Plan (ESP) for the construction phase and for the first two years
of end-use occupation of the development for local residents



Financial contribution (£57,061)

Legal and Monitoring Costs


Reasonable and proper legal and monitoring costs of the Council associated with
negotiation and enforcement of the section 106 agreement

Equal Access to Communal Amenity Space


All residents, regardless of tenure, to have access to all communal amenity spaces,
with equal access to both access cores

20.4

If the application is approved and the development is implemented, a liability to pay the

Lambeth Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will arise.

The Lambeth CIL contribution is estimated, on the basis of information supplied with the
planning application, to be £224,550. Expenditure of the majority of a future CIL receipt will
be applied towards Borough infrastructure needs as contained in the published CIL
Regulation 123 List, which defines what CIL may be spent on.
20.5

Allocation of CIL monies to particular infrastructure projects is not a matter for consideration

in the determination of planning applications. Separate governance arrangements are being
put in place for Borough Infrastructure needs, and locally through the Cooperative Local
Investment Plan initiative.
21 Conclusion

21.1

Officers conclude that the proposed development is compatible with the stated aspirations

for the wider Site 18 designation, it is consistent with other Local Plan policies such as policy
ED2 (Business, industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs) which seeks to protect the existing
employment use, while policy PN7 (West Norwood), amongst other things, promotes mixeduse development to include housing. The proposed residential and office uses are supported in
principle.

21.2

The proposal would deliver 35.66% affordable housing by habitable room (31.37% by unit),

comprising 11 social rented units and 5 shared ownership units. There would be a tenure split
of 71:29 social rent to intermediate units. The intermediate provision would be in shared

ownership. Officers conclude that this is the maximum reasonable amount of affordable
housing that can be delivered and the application has satisfied the Mayor’s Fast Track criteria.

21.3

The fall in topography away from the York Hill Estate towards the town centre would allow a

massing of up to 7 storeys for the residential element, reducing to 4 storeys for the commercial
block, in the backland application site, to sit comfortably within this context. Officers support the
choice of materials which would include a mixture of different brick textures, details and tones,
together with different material, such as metal, to add visual interest.

21.4

The proposal would not fetter the future development of contiguous land in any way.

Ceramic backed glazing to openings on the northern portion of the east elevation of Block C
would allow the proposal to appear animated and would provide visual interest. It would also
ensure that Block C would not prejudice the future development of the adjoining car park site to
the east of the application site. Indeed, it would allow future connections and contiguous
development to adjoining sites. No harm has been identified to heritage assets.

21.5

The development would provide an acceptable standard of residential accommodation, and

would not adversely impact neighbour amenity. It would be suitably mitigated (either through
condition or legal obligation) in terms of its impact upon transport and servicing, environmental
considerations, as well as sustainable design and construction.

21.6

Overall the scheme would deliver a number of planning benefits, by way of providing a

better employment provision, the creation of 51 new dwellings, including a good affordable
housing offer, facilitating two new pedestrian walkways from the York Hill Estate to Waylett
Pace and the wider town centre. Officers have assessed the proposals in relation to national,
strategic and local policies contained within the NPPF, London Plan and the Lambeth Local
Plan and the application is recommended for approval, subject to conditions and completion of
a suitable legal agreement.
22 Equality Duty and Human Rights

22.1

In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty the council must have due regard to the need to

eliminate discrimination and advance equality of opportunity, as set out in section 149 of the
Equality Act 2010. In making this recommendation, regard has been given to the Public Sector
Equality Duty and the relevant protected characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation).

22.2

In line with the Human Rights Act 1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way

which is incompatible with a Convention right, as per the European Convention on Human
Rights. The human rights impact have been considered, with particular reference to Article 1 of
the First Protocol (Protection of property), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life)
and Article 14 (Prohibition of discrimination) of the Convention.
22.3

The Human Rights Act 1998 does not impair the right of the state to make decisions and

enforce laws as deemed necessary in the public interest. The recommendation is considered
appropriate in upholding the council's adopted and emerging policies and is not outweighed by
any engaged rights.

23 Recommendation

1

Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion of an agreement
under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 containing the planning
obligations listed in this report.

2

Agree to delegate authority to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and

Development to:


Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums and/or PAC
minutes; and



Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report,
addendums and/or PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

3

In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a
subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning,
Transport and Development, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this report and PAC
minutes, to negotiate and complete a document containing obligations pursuant to Section 106
of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 in order to meet the requirement of the Planning
Inspector.

4

In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within six months of committee,
delegated authority is given to the Assistant Director of Planning, Transport and Development
to refuse planning permission for failure to enter into a section 106 agreement for the mitigating
contributions identified in this report and the PAC minutes.

APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Draft Decision Notice

Time Period

1

The development to which this permission relates must be begun not later than the
expiration of three years beginning from the date of this decision notice.

Reason: To comply with the provisions of Section 91(1)(a) of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990 (as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase
Act 2004).

Approved Plans

2

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in complete accordance with the
approved plans and drawings listed in this decision notice, other than where those details
are altered pursuant to the conditions of this planning permission.

Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.

Employment Use

3

Notwithstanding the provisions of the General Permitted Development Order (2015, as
amended) or any provision that replaces it, the use of the office floor space (approved
Block C) shall only be used in accordance with the provisions of Use Class B1(a) of the
Schedule to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 (as amended) and
for no other purpose, unless agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: Reason: To ensure a balance of uses and the satisfactory delivery of commercial
floor space on the site (policy ED2 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

4

The use of Block C shall not operate other than within the following times:
[07:00] Hours to [23:00] Hours – Monday to Saturday
[08:00] Hours to [18:00] Hours – Sundays and Bank Holidays

Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the
amenities of adjoining occupiers or users of the area generally (policies Q2 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Materials

5

Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, no development
above the ground floor slab, shall take place until samples of external materials for the
relevant part of the development have been submitted and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not
detract from the character and visual amenity of the area (Policies Q6, Q7, and Q8 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Detailed Design

6

Notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings or supporting information hereby
approved, above ground works shall not commence until drawings (at scale 1:10 or 1:5
where necessary) showing all external construction detailing of all development have been
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority in writing, unless otherwise
agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The drawings shall include details of:

i. Detailed elevations;
ii. Details of all windows and ceramic backed glazing (including technical details, elevations,
reveal depths, plans and cross sections);
iii. Details of terraces and balconies (including soffits), balustrades and privacy screens (to
units
(B.01.02, B.02.03, B.03.03, and B.04.02);
iv. Details of obscure glazing on the south elevation of Block B (four windows), and
identified sensitive units (to include A.00.03, A.00.01 and A.01.02). In addition, the lower
800 mm of all full height bedroom windows throughout the development shall be obscure
glazed.
v. Details of entrances, canopies and doors (including technical details, elevations,
surrounds, reveal depths, plans and sections);
vi. Details of roof treatments, cills and parapets;
vii. Details of rainwater goods (including locations and fixings);

viii. Details of external amenity roof terrace to include furniture, and landscaped buffer
which would prevent overlooking between unit A.06.04 and the shared amenity space. In
addition, the landscaping scheme shall include permanent planters for soft landscaping,
compost bins, a tap for irrigation, seating, shade and shelter for users;
ix. Details of parapets;
x. Details of brick course details, textures and tones;
xi. Details of balustrades and privacy screens;
xii. Details of the all entrances (including the lower ground floor own-door units, to include
front gates, railings and measures to ensure defensible space);
xiii. Details of metal cladding;
xiv. Details of a lighting strategy;
xv. Vents, extracts, flues and ducts; and
xvi. Sections of access cores

Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not
detract from the character and visual amenity of the area (Policies Q2, Q6, Q7, and Q8 of
the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

No External Pipes

7

No plumbing or pipes, other than rainwater pipes, shall be fixed to the external faces of
buildings.

Reason: To ensure an appropriate standard of design (Policies Q6, Q8 and PN2 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Signage

8

Prior to the first occupation of Block C, full details of any signage must be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority and the development will thereafter be
implemented in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: In order to prevent visual clutter, and to ensure a satisfactory external appearance
to the design of the building. (Policies Q6 and Q8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015))

Telecommunications Equipment

9

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) (Amendment) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting
that Order with or without modification), no aerials, antennae, satellite dishes or related
telecommunications equipment shall be erected on any part of the development hereby
permitted, without planning permission first being granted.

Reason: To ensure that the visual impact of telecommunication equipment upon the
surrounding area can be considered. (Policies T10 and Q6 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2015)).

Details of boundary treatments

10

Notwithstanding the details and plans submitted in support of the planning application, and
prior to the first occupation of any of the buildings in the application hereby approved, a
scheme for the siting and design of all boundary treatments, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. This must include the proposed
temporary gates, two of which shall be sited on the western boundary shared with the York
Hill Estate to facilitate two connection through to the York Hill Estate. The approved
scheme shall be fully implemented before the uses hereby permitted commence. The gates
will only be removed in accordance with the provisions of the s106.

Reason: In order to ensure high quality landscaping for the boundaries of the site in the
interests of visual amenity (policy Q15 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Details of Pedestrian Access

11

Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby permitted, details of the two
pedestrian access routes through to the York Hill Estate, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The new pedestrian access routes shall
be installed in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway
(policies T1, T6 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Waylett Place Public Realm

12

Prior to the first occupation of the site, the applicant will submit the details of the public
realm improvements at Waylett Place (including dropped kerb for improved access and
servicing, the removal of one on street parking space, upgraded road markings, together
with pavement surface improvements) to be secured by a s278 legal agreement.

Reason: To minimise danger, obstruction and inconvenience to users of the highway
(policies T1, T6 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Adaptable Housing

13

Five residential units hereby permitted shall be constructed to comply with Part M4(3) of the
Building Regulations. The remaining residential units hereby permitted shall be constructed
to comply with Part M4(2) of the Building Regulations.

Reason: To secure appropriate access for disabled people, older people and others with
mobility constraints (policies 3.8 of the London Plan (2015 and Q1 of the Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).

Noise

14

Prior to the commencement of building works above ground of the relevant part of the
development, full details (including elevational drawings) and a tabulated Schedule of any
proposed internal and external plant equipment and trunking, including building services
plant, ventilation and filtration equipment and commercial kitchen exhaust ducting /
ventilation, shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. All
flues, ducting and other equipment shall be installed in accordance with the approved
details prior to the use commencing on site and shall thereafter be maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer's instructions.

Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the
amenities of future residential occupiers or of the area generally (Policy Q2 (Amenity) –
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

15

The use hereby permitted, or the operation of any building services plant, shall not
commence until an assessment of the acoustic impact arising from the operation of all
internally and externally located plant has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority.

The assessment of the acoustic impact shall be undertaken in accordance with BS
4142: 2014 (or subsequent superseding equivalent) and current best practice, and shall
include a scheme of attenuation measures to ensure the rating level of noise emitted from
the proposed building services plant is at least 5 dB less than background.

The use hereby permitted, or the operation of any building services plant, shall not
commence until a post-installation noise assessment has been carried out to confirm
compliance with the noise criteria. The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with
the approved details and attenuation measures, and they shall be permanently retained and
maintained in working order for the duration of the use and their operation.

Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (policy
Q2 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

16

Prior to the commencement of above ground works, a scheme of noise and vibration
attenuation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
The scheme shall achieve the habitable and commercial room standards as detailed in
BS8233:2014 with no relaxation for exceptional circumstances and must include details of
post construction validation. The approved noise and vibration attenuation measures shall
thereafter be retained and maintained in working order for the duration of the use in
accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the
amenities of future occupiers (Policy S2 of Lambeth's Core Strategy).

17

Prior to the commencement of above ground works, a scheme of measures to ensure that
all residential units have access to amenity space within the development where noise
levels do not exceed 55dB LAEQ (16 hour) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The scheme shall include details of post construction
validation.
Thereafter the development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved details
and a separate validation report shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority 3 months prior to occupation.

Reason: To ensure that no nuisance or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the
amenities of future occupiers (Policy Q2, Amenity - Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Play Space

18

Notwithstanding details shown on the approved plans, there will be no occupation of the
development herby approved until full details of the children's play space provisions have
been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority and the
development has been implemented in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure appropriate provision for children's play on site. (Policy 3.6 of the
London Plan 2016 and Policy H5 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Privacy Screens

19

Notwithstanding the approved details and drawings, the proposed balconies shall not be
used or accessed, other than for emergency egress, until details of the proposed privacy
screens have been submitted to, and approved in writing, by the Local Planning Authority
for the relevant units in the development. The approved privacy screens shall thereafter be
installed, retained and maintained for the duration of the unit’s occupation.

Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers (Policies Q2 and Q11 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Crime Prevention Strategy

20

Prior to the first occupation of the development, a Crime Prevention Strategy including a
Security Management Plan for the relevant part of the development shall be submitted to
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details will include
the following:

a)

A summary of known crime risks;

b)

Details of how the development, including any landscaping, has mitigated known
crime risks for the relevant part of the site;

c)

Details of how the development seeks to achieve 'Secured by Design Standards',
including details of a CCTV scheme (where appropriate), external security, street
lighting (where appropriate). A satisfactory Secured by Design inspection must take
place and the resulting Secured by Design certificate shall be submitted to and
approved by the local planning authority.

The use shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved details, unless the
written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.

Reason: To ensure that the development maintains and enhances community safety.
(Policy Q3 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Landscaping

21

Prior to the first occupation of the site, a detailed scheme of soft and hard landscaping for
the relevant part of the development, including selection of species, planting plans and
programmes and schedules for management and maintenance of landscaped features,
whether formal or natural shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. These proposals should include plantings of trees, hedges, grass,
shrubs, ground flora or climbers, and cover areas of public and private open space within
the development, including roofs, walls and boundary features.

The approved Landscaping Scheme shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
details within 6 months of the date of occupation of the development and maintained
thereafter, unless the written consent of the Local Planning Authority is received for any
variation.

Reason: In order to introduce high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the
interests of the ecological value of the site and to ensure a satisfactory landscaping of the
site in the interests of visual amenity (Policies EN4, Q6, Q9 and Q10 of the Lambeth Local
Plan 2015).

Cycle Parking

22

Notwithstanding the approved plans, prior to the occupation of the development, details of
the provision to be made for cycle parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The cycle parking shall thereafter be implemented in full
accordance with the approved details and shall be retained solely for its designated use.

Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site, promote sustainable modes
of transport and protect the amenity of future occupiers of development. (Policies Q2, T1,
T3 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Publically Accessible Cyclehoop Pump

23

Prior to the first occupation of the development hereby approved, full details, including the
specification and siting of a publically accessed cyclehoop pump shall be submitted to, and
agreed in wrinting by the Local Planning Authority. The facility shall thereafter be
maintained for the duration of the development.

Reason: To promote sustainable modes of transport and protect the appearance and
amenity of the development (Policies Q2, T1, T3 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Travel Plan

24

Prior to the first occupation of the development, a Travel Plan for each of the residential and
commercial uses of the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The measures approved in the Travel Plan shall be implemented
prior to the use commencing and shall be so maintained for the duration of the use, unless
the prior written approval of the Local Planning Authority is obtained to any variation.

Reason: To ensure that the travel arrangements to the site are appropriate and to limit the
effects of the increase in travel movements (Policy 6.3 of the London Plan 2015 and
Policies T1 and T6 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

Blue Badge

25

Notwithstanding the approved plans, prior to the occupation of the development, details of
the provision to be made for eight blue badge car parking spaces on site, shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The parking spaces shall
thereafter be implemented in full accordance with the approved details and shall be
retained solely for their designated use.

Reason: To ensure adequate wheelchair accessible parking is available on site, and protect
the amenity of future occupiers of the development. (Policies Q2 and T6 of the Lambeth
Local Plan 2015).

Electrical Vehicle Charging Points

26

At least 50% of the vehicular parking spaces (four in total) shall be provided with electrical
vehicle charging points.

Reason: To encourage the uptake of electric vehicles in accordance with London Plan
Policy 6.13 (2016).

Delivery and Serving Plan

27

A Delivery and Servicing Management Plan shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority prior to the use of the development commencing. The
measures approved in the Plan shall be implemented prior to the relevant uses
commencing and shall be so maintained for the duration of the relevant uses.

Reason: To ensure that the delivery arrangements to the building as a whole are
appropriate and to limit the effects of the increase in travel movements (Policy T8
(Servicing) - Lambeth
Local Plan 2015)

Waste Management

28

Prior to the commencement of the use hereby permitted, details of waste and recycling
storage for the development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The waste and recycling storage shall be provided in accordance with
the approved details prior to the commencement of the use hereby permitted, and shall
thereafter be retained solely for its designated use. The waste and recycling storage
areas/facilities should comply with the Lambeth's Refuse & Recycling Storage Design
Guide (2013), unless it is demonstrated in the submissions that such provision is
inappropriate for this specific development.

Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage
the sustainable management of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area
(policies
Q2 and Q12 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Drainage

29

No development other than site clearance and demolition shall take place until details of the
final drainage strategy, the implementation, the maintenance and the management of the
sustainable drainage scheme have been submitted to and approved by the local planning
authority. The scheme shall be implemented and thereafter managed and maintained in
accordance with the approved details. Those details shall include:

a) the final surface water drainage design to scale, showing all connections,
b) a timetable for its implementation, and
c) a management and maintenance plan for the lifetime of the development which shall
include the arrangements for adoption by any public body or statutory undertaker, or any
other arrangements to secure the operation of the sustainable drainage scheme throughout
its lifetime.

Reason: To manage the water environment of the development and mitigate the impact on
flood risk, water quality, habitat and amenity value (policies EN5 and EN6 of the London
Borough of Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Infiltrating Water

30

No drainage systems for the infiltration of surface water drainage in to the ground are
permitted other than with the express written consent of the Local Planning Authority, which
may be given for those parts of the site where it has been demonstrated that there is no
resultant unacceptable risk to controlled waters. The development shall be carried out in
accordance with the approval details.

Reason: Infiltrating water has the potential to cause remobilisation of contaminants present
in
shallow soil or made ground which could ultimately cause pollution of groundwater.

Contamination

31

Unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning authority no development other
than demolition shall commence until the following components of a scheme to deal with
the risks associated with contamination of the site have been submitted to and approved in
writing by the local planning authority:

i) A site investigation scheme, based on previous findings to provide information for a
detailed assessment of the risk to all receptors that may be affected, including those offsite;
ii) The site investigation results and the detailed risk assessment resulting from a);
iii) An options appraisal and remediation strategy giving full details of the remediation
measures required and how they are to be undertaken;
iv) A verification plan providing details of the data that will be collected in order to
demonstrate that the works set out in iii) are complete and identifying any requirements for
longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and arrangements for
contingency action.
The development shall thereafter be implemented in accordance with the details and
measures approved.

Reason: To safeguard future users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from
irreversible risks associated with the contaminants which may be present by ensuring that
the contaminated land is properly treated and made safe before development. Depending
on the outcome of any ground investigation and subsequent risk assessment, it may be
necessary for remediation to be carried out. If this is the case, it will be necessary to
demonstrate that any work has been carried out effectively and the environmental risks
have been satisfactorily managed (Policies 5.21 of the London Plan and EN4 of the
Lambeth Local Plan 2015).

32

Prior to occupation of any part of the development, a verification report demonstrating
completion of the works set out in the approved remediation strategy and the effectiveness
of the remediation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The report shall include results of sampling and monitoring carried out in
accordance with the approved verification plan to demonstrate that the site remediation
criteria have been met. It shall also include any plan (a “long-term monitoring and
maintenance plan”) for longer-term monitoring of pollutant linkages, maintenance and
arrangements for contingency action, as identified in the verification plan, and for the
reporting of this to the local planning authority.

Reason: To safeguard future users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from
irreversible risks associated with the contaminants

33

If, during development, contamination not previously identified is found to be present at the
site then no further development shall be carried out until the developer has submitted, and

obtained written approval from the Local Planning Authority for, an amendment to the
remediation strategy detailing how this unsuspected contamination will be dealt with.

Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to
safeguard future users or occupiers of this site and the wider environment from irreversible
risks

Gas Boiler Details

34

Prior to installation, the proposed gas boiler system should meet the emission standards set
out in the GLA’s Sustainable Design and Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance
2014 (or any superseding requirements). Full details of the final proposed gas boiler system
should be submitted to the Council for approval.

Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development in line with
London Plan policy 7.14 and the Mayor’s SPG: Sustainable Design and Construction

Air Quality and Dust Management Plan

35

A comprehensive Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP) should be submitted to
the Council and approved by the Sustainability Team prior to the commencement of works
and allowing sufficient time to make any amendments or additions as may be requested at
the time. All mitigation measures listed in Section 9.4 of the AQA, which are based on the
best practices listed in the Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and
Demolition SPG 2014, should be included in the AQDMP as a minimum. The AQMDP can
be integrated into Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP).

Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development in line with
London Plan Policy 7.14.

Non road-mobile Machinery (NRMM)

36

No non-road mobile machinery (NRMM) shall be used on the site unless it is compliant with
the NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements (or any superseding requirements) and until it
has been registered for use on the site on the NRMM register (or any superseding register).

Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development in line with
London Plan policy 7.14 and the Mayor’s SPG: The Control of Dust and Emissions During
Construction and Demolition.

Future Decentralised Heating

37

Prior to the commencement of above ground works documentation should be submitted to
the Planning Authority elaborating on how the development will have the capability to
connect to a future planned decentralised network. This should include plans and
schematics of the proposed connection technology.

Reason: To future proof the scheme to ensure a decentralised heat network could be
delivered in the future, in compliance with London Plan Policies 5.5 and 5.6

Green and Brown Roofs

38

Prior to the first occupation of the development, full details of the green roof shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The submitted details
shall demonstrate the following:

a) Details on materials used in the design, construction and installation of the green or
brown roof based on the Green Roof Code and the use of biodiversity based
extensive/semi-intensive soils;
b) Details on substrate and plants used in the green or brown roof, based on a commercial
brick-based aggregate or equivalent with a varied substrate depth of 80 -150mm planted
with 50% locally native herbs/wildflowers in addition to a variety of sedum species;
c) Details on additional features to the proposed green or brown roof, such as areas of bare
shingle, areas of sand for burrowing invertebrates and individual logs or log piles.
d) An ecological management and maintenance plan including landscape features and a
cross section of the green or brown roof.
e) Details of how the roof is compliant with GRO Green Roof Code 2014.

The development shall be carried out strictly in accordance with the details approved, shall
be maintained as such thereafter and no alterations to the approved scheme shall be
permitted without the prior written consent of the Local Planning Authority. Evidence that
the green or brown roof has been installed in accordance with the details above should be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority within 3 months of occupation.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability and
provides for ecology (Policy EN2 of the Lambeth Local Plan 2015)

Carbon Dioxide Emissions Reduction

39

Prior to the commencement of the development hereby permitted, plans and details shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority which demonstrate
that the development will achieve a reduction in carbon emissions of 35% over that required
by Part L of the Building Regulations 2013. The development shall thereafter be carried out
in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: The details are required ahead of work commencing to ensure that construction is
undertaken in a way which does not preclude incorporation of energy efficiency measures.
The condition is necessary to ensure that the achievement of the objectives of sustainable
development identified in London Plan (2016) Policies 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

40

Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (e.g. photographs, installation contracts
and as-built certificates under the Standard Assessment Procedure/National Calculation
Method) should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and approved in writing to
show that the development has been constructed in accordance with approved Energy
Strategy and achieved a 35% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions.

Reason: To ensure that the development makes the fullest contribution to minimising
carbon dioxide emissions in accordance with Policy 5.2 of the London Plan (2016) and
Policy EN3 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

Photovoltaic

41

Prior to first occupation of the development a scheme showing the siting, size, number and
design of the photovoltaic array including roof plans and cross sections of the roof of each
building showing the panels in-situ shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The equipment shall be sited so as to minimise its visual impact
upon the external appearance of the buildings. The development shall thereafter be
completed in strict accordance with the approved details and permanently retained as such
for the duration of use.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability and to
ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and does not detract from
the character and visual amenity of the area (Policy EN4, Q6, Q7, Q8 and Q25 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
BREEAM – Offices

42

Within three months of work starting on site a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or
such equivalent standard that replaces this) Shell and Core Design Stage Certificate and
summary score sheet for the office areas must be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority to show that an Excellent rating will be achieved.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy
EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan September 2015).

43

Prior to first occupation of the building(s) a BREEAM UK New Construction 2014 (or such
equivalent standard that replaces this) Shell and Core Post Construction Review Certificate
and summary score sheet for the office areas must be submitted to and approved in writing
by the Local Planning Authority to demonstrate that a Very Good rating has been achieved.
All the measures integrated shall be retained for as long as the development is in existence.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy
EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

44

Prior to commencement of the fit-out of the office building, unless otherwise agreed in
writing, a BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit-out (Parts 3 and 4) 2014 (or such equivalent
standard that replaces this) Design Stage Certificate, and summary score sheet for the
office areas must be submitted, by the fit-out contractor, and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority to show that an Excellent rating will be achieved.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy
EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

45

Within 3 months of first occupation a BREEAM Refurbishment and Fit-out (Parts 3 and 4)
2014 (or such equivalent standard that replaces this) Post-Construction Review Certificate
and summary score sheet for the office areas must be submitted, by the fit-out contractor,
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to demonstrate that a Very Good

rating has been achieved. All the measures integrated shall be retained for as long as the
development is in existence.

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy
EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015).

Overheating Report

46

Prior to the commencement of above ground works an Overheating Report demonstrating
how the risk of overheating has been minimized in line with the Mayor’s cooling hierarchy
and CIBSE TM59 should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for review.

Reason: To mitigate against overheating in compliance with London Plan Policy 5.9

Residential Water Use

47

Prior to first occupation of the building(s) evidence (schedule of fittings and manufacturer's
literature) should be submitted to the Local Planning Authority and approved in writing to
show that the residential areas of the development have been constructed in accordance
with the approved internal water use calculations and achieved an internal water use below
105L/person/day.

Reason: to reduce the consumption of potable water in the home from all sources, including
borehole well water, through the use of water efficient fittings, appliances and water
recycling systems in accordance with Policy 5.15 of the London Plan (2016).

Construction Impacts

48

The development hereby approved shall not commence until a Construction and
Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) has been submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority. The CEMP shall observe the requirements of the statutory
guidance and other relevant guidance and shall include details of the following measures:

An introduction consisting of construction phase environmental management plan,
definitions and abbreviations and project description and location;
A description of management responsibilities;

A description of the construction programme which identifies activities likely to cause high
levels of noise or dust;
Site working hours and a named person for residents to contact;
Advance notification of road closures
Details of measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public highway
Detailed Site logistics arrangements;
Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
Details regarding dust and noise mitigation measures to be deployed including identification
of sensitive receptors and ongoing monitoring;
Details of the hours of works and other measures to mitigate the impact of construction on
the amenity of the area and safety of the highway network;
Communication procedures with the LBL and local community regarding key construction
issues – newsletters, fliers etc.

The construction shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and
measures approved in the CEMP for the related phase, unless the written consent of the
Local Planning Authority is received for any variation.

Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to avoid
hazard and obstruction being caused to users of the public highway and to safeguard
residential amenity from the start of the construction process (policies 7.14 of the London
Plan (2016); and policies T6 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2015)).

Piling

49

Piling or any other foundation designs using penetrative methods shall not be permitted
other than with the express written consent of the Local Planning Authority, which may be
given for those parts of the site where it has been demonstrated that there is no resultant
unacceptable risk to groundwater. The development shall be carried out in accordance with
the approved details.

Reason: The developer should be aware of the potential risks associated with the use of
piling where contamination is an issue. Piling or other penetrative methods of foundation
design on contaminated sites can potentially result in unacceptable risks to underlying
groundwaters. We recommend that where soil contamination is present, a risk assessment
is carried out in accordance with guidance 'Piling into contaminated sites'. Piling activities

will not be permitted on parts of a site where an unacceptable risk is posed to controlled
waters.

Access Management Plan

50

Before the first occupation of the development hereby approved, a management plan shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, to ensure that
those with reduced mobility would be provided with the means of admittance to Block A to
gain access to the shared amenity space (roof terrace) on the fifth floor, and thereafter, any
changes to those access arrangements (whether by key, fob, or code etc.) for the lifetime of
the development.

Reason: To assure that those with reduced mobility would benefit from step free access to
the shared amenity space (roof terrace) on the fifth floor of Block B.

Arboricultural Method Statement

51

Prior to the commencement of the development hereby approved, an Arboricultural Method
Statement in accordance with BS5837:2012 relating to a) groundworks within the Root
Protection Area of retained trees for any construction activity (including the installation of
hard surfaces b) all required Access Facilitation Pruning c) details of a pre-commencement
meeting (to include the Tree Officer) together with a schedule of all confirmed site
supervision and tree protection monitoring shall be submitted to and agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. This will be supported by a detailed Tree Protection Plan.
Thereafter, the respective Method Statements and Tree Protection Plan shall be
implemented in strict accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure the retention of, and avoid damage to, the retained trees on the site
which represent an important visual amenity to the locality (Policies Q2, Q10 and Q11 of
the Lambeth Local Plan (2015] refer).
Informatives

1

This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under
any enactment, by-law, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.

2

Your attention is drawn to the requirements of the Building Regulations, and related
legislation which must be complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control
Officer.

3

Your attention is drawn to the provisions of The Party Wall Act 1996 in relation to the rights
of adjoining owners regarding party walls etc. These rights are a matter for civil
enforcement and you may wish to consult a surveyor or architect.

4

Your attention is drawn to the need to comply with the requirements of the Control of
Pollution Act 1974 concerning construction site noise and in this respect you are advised to
contact the Council's Environmental Health Division.

5

You are advised of the necessity to consult the Principal Highways Engineer of the
Highways team in order to obtain necessary prior approval for undertaking any works within
the Public Highway including Scaffold, Temporary/Permanent Crossovers,
Oversailing/Undersailing of the Highway, Drainage/Sewer Connections and Repairs on the
Highways, Hoarding, Excavations, Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licenses
etc. Please to go to http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/business-services-rates-andlicensing/licence-applications/highways- licences-guide

6

Informative: For information on the NRMM Low Emission Zone requirements please visit
'http://nrmm.london/nrmm''

7

A Groundwater Risk Management Permit from Thames Water will be required for
discharging groundwater into a public sewer. Any discharge made without a permit is
deemed illegal and may result in prosecution under the provisions of the Water Industry Act
1991. We would expect the developer to demonstrate what measures he will undertake to
minimise groundwater discharges into the public sewer. Permit enquiries should be
directed to Thames Water's Risk Management Team by telephoning 02035779483 or by
emailing wwqriskmanagement@thameswater.co.uk. Application forms should be completed
on line via www.thameswater.co.uk/wastewaterquality.

8

As you are redeveloping a site, there may be public sewers crossing or close to your
development. If you discover a sewer, it's important that you minimize the risk of damage.
We'll need to check that your development doesn't reduce capacity, limit repair or
maintenance activities, or inhibit the services we provide in any other way. The applicant is
advised to read our guide working near or diverting our pipes.

https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-a-large-site/Planning-yourdevelopment/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes.
9

With regard to surface water drainage, Thames Water would advise that if the developer
follows the sequential approach to the disposal of surface water we would have no
objection. Where the developer proposes to discharge to a public sewer, prior approval
from Thames Water Developer Services will be required. Should you require further
information please refer to our website. https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developinga-large-site/Apply-and-pay-for-services/Wastewater-services

10

The proposed development is located within 15m of Thames Waters underground assets,
as such the development could cause the assets to fail if appropriate measures are not
taken. Please read our guide 'working near our assets' to ensure your workings are in line
with the necessary processes you need to follow if you're considering working above or
near our pipes or other structures.https://developers.thameswater.co.uk/Developing-alarge-site/Planning-your-development/Working-near-or-diverting-our-pipes. Should you
require further information please contact Thames Water. Email:
developer.services@thameswater.co.uk Phone: 0800 009 3921 (Monday to Friday, 8am to
5pm) Write to: Thames Water Developer Services, Clearwater Court, Vastern Road,
Reading, Berkshire RG1 8DB

11

Thames Water will aim to provide customers with a minimum pressure of 10m head
(approx 1 bar) and a flow rate of 9 litres/minute at the point where it leaves Thames Waters
pipes. The developer should take account of this minimum pressure in the design of the
proposed development.

12

The site of the proposed development includes a former laundry; as such the potential for
chlorinated solvent contamination exists, hence these contaminants must form part of the
suite of testing for soils and waters from intrusive investigations; and findings submitted as
part of reporting. Remedial measures for the protection of the development from vapor
must be verified in accordance “Verification Requirements for Gas Protection Systems
YALPAG Technical Guidance for Developers, Landowners and Consultants (2016)”.

13

The site of the proposed development includes an electrical substation; as such the
potential for polychlorinated bi-phenols (PCBs) contamination exists, hence these
contaminants must form part of the suite of testing used in intrusive investigations and
findings submitted as part of reporting.

14

Site investigations must be sufficiently detailed to confirm the presence of groundwater as
previous investigations appear only to have noted surface water runoff and not groundwater
systems. This is particularly important in terms of matters in informative ref. 10 above.

15

The latest Sustainable Design and Construction SPG can be found on the GLA’s website
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/planning/implementing-london-plan/supplementaryplanning-guidance
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Acoustic Design Statement (Airo Jan 2018),
Air Quality Assessment (Air Quality Consultants Jan 2018),
Arboricultual Report (David Clarke Chartered Landscape Architect and Consultant Arboriculturist
Ltd),
Background and Marketing Report for Leyton Clubs (London) Ltd (Nov 2017),
BRE Daylight Preliminary Assessment (Right of Light Consulting July 2018),
Daylight and Sunlight Study (Neighbouring Properties) (Right of Light Consulting Dec 2018),
Commercial Report (Boyer Feb 2018),
Conceptual Construction Management Plan (Engineeria Jan 2018),
Cycling Environmental Review (Yes Engineering Group Ltd Jan 2018),
Daylight and Sunlight Study (Within Development; Right of Light Consulting Updated Dec 2018),
Delivery and Servicing Plan (Yes Engineering Group Ltd Jan 2018),
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Fast Track Route – Grant Funding Calculation (U.L.L Property Feb 2019),
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Letter from David Clarke Chartered Landscape Architect and Consultant Arboriculturist Ltd (Aug
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Letter from Air Quality Consultants (Aug 2018),
Pedestrian Environmental Review (Yes Engineering Group Ltd Jan 2018),

Phase I Desk Top Study Report (Herts & Essex Site Investigations May 2016),
Phase II Environmental Report (Herts & Essex Site Investigations June 2016),
Planning Statement (Boyer Jul 2019),
Preliminary BREEAM Report (Sep 2018),
Proposed New Office Building (Dron & Wright Property Consultants, January 2019),
Sustainability Statement (AJ Energy Consultants Ltd updated Jan 2018),
Transport Assessment (Yes Engineering Group Ltd Jan 2018),
Travel Plan (Yes Engineering Group Ltd Jan 2018),

Appendix 2: List of consultees (statutory and Other Consultees)

Internal Consultees
Arboricultural Officer
CIL/S106 Team
Conservation and Design Team
Transport Team
Building Control
Planning Policy
Regeneration Team
Sustainability Team – Air Quality
Sustainability Team – Flooding
Highways Team
Housing Team
Lambeth Housing Services
Landscape Architects
Enterprise, Employment and Skills Team

External Consultees
Veolia Waste (Lambeth waste contractor)
Bioregional (Sustainability contractor)
TFL Road Network Development
Environment Agency
Development Control Department Thames Water
Design Out Crime (Metropolitan Police)
RSS: Environmental Health – noise
RSS: Environmental Health – Land Contamination

Other External Consultees
Helen Hayes Member of Parliament
Norwood Action Group
Norwood Forum
Norwood Planning Assembly
Norwood Society
Norwood Town Centre
Turney Road Resident Association
Ward Councillors
Appendix 3: List of relevant policies in London Plan, Lambeth Local Plan. Reference to
SPGs, SPD and other relevant guidance

National Planning Policy Framework 2018

National Planning Practice Guidance

The London Plan (2016)
3.1 Ensuring Equal Life Chances for All
3.2 Improving Health and Addressing Health Inequalities
3.3 Increasing Housing Supply
3.4 Optimising Housing Potential
3.5 Quality and Design of Housing Developments
3.6 Children and Young People’s Play and Informal Space
3.7 Large Residential Developments
3.8 Housing Choice
3.9 Mixed and Balanced Communities
3.10 Definition of Affordable Housing
3.11 Affordable Housing Targets
3.12 Negotiating Affordable Housing on Individual Private Residential and Mixed Use Schemes
3.13 Affordable housing thresholds
4.1 Developing London’s Economy
4.2 Offices
4.3 Mixed Use Development and Offices
4.11 Encouraging a Connected Economy
4.12 Improving Opportunities for All

5.1 Climate Change Mitigation
5.2 Minimising Carbon Dioxide Emissions
5.3 Sustainable Design and Construction
5.4A Electricity and Gas Supply
5.5 Decentralised Energy networks
5.6 Decentralised Energy in development proposals
6.7 Renewable Energy
5.9 Overheating and Cooling
5.10 Urban Greening
5.11 Green Roofs and Development Site Environs
5.12 Flood Risk Management
5.13 Sustainable Drainage
5.14 Water Quality and Wastewater Infrastructure
5.15 Water Use and Supplies
5.17 Waste Capacity
5.21 Contaminated Land
5.22 Hazardous Substances Installations
6.3 Assessing Effects of Development on Transport
6.9 Cycling
6.10 Walking
6.13 Parking
7.1 Lifetime Neighbourhoods
7.2 An Inclusive Environment
7.3 Designing out Crime
7.4 Local Character
7.5 Public Realm
7.6 Architecture
7.7 Location and Design of Tall and Large Buildings
7.8 Heritage Assets and Archaeology
7.12 Implementing the London View Management Framework
7.13 Safety, Security and Resilience To Emergency
7.14 Improving Air Quality
7.15 Reducing and Managing Noise, Improving and Enhancing the Environment and Promoting
Appropriate Soundscapes
7.18 Protecting Open Spaces and Addressing Deficiency
7.19 Biodiversity and Access to Nature
8.2 Planning Obligations

8.3 Community Infrastructure Levy

Lambeth Local Plan (2015)
D2 Presumption in favour of sustainable development
D4 Planning obligations
H1 Maximising housing growth
H2 Delivering affordable housing
H4 Housing mix in new developments
H5 Housing standards
ED2 Business, industrial and storage uses outside KIBAs
ED6 Town centres
ED14 Employment and training
T1 Sustainable travel
T2 Walking
T3 Cycling
T4 Public transport infrastructure
T6 Assessing impacts of development on transport capacity and infrastructure
T7 Parking
T8 Servicing
EN1 Open space and biodiversity
EN3 Decentralised energy
EN4 Sustainable design and construction
EN5 Flood risk
EN6 Sustainable drainage systems and water management
EN7 Sustainable waste management
Q1 Inclusive Environments
Q2 Amenity
Q3 Community Safety
Q5 Local Distinctiveness
Q6 Urban design: public realm
Q7 Urban design: new development
Q8 Design quality: construction detailing
Q9 Landscaping
Q10 Trees
Q12 Refuse/recycling storage
Q13 Cycle storage
Q15 Boundary treatments

Q20 Statutory listed buildings
Q21 Registered parks and gardens
Q22 Conservation areas
Q23 Undesignated heritage assets: local heritage list
Q25 Views
Q26 Tall and large buildings
PN7 West Norwood
Site 18 286-362 Norwood Road SE27

Other Guidance
London Plan Guidance (SPG)
Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (August 2017)
Housing SPG (March 2016)
Social Infrastructure (May 2015)
Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment (October 2014)
The control of dust and emissions during construction and demolition (July 2014)
Town Centres (July 2014)
Shaping Neighbourhoods: Character and Context (June 2014)
Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation (2012)
Sustainable Design and Construction (April 2014)
London View Management Framework (March 2012)
Transport Strategy (March 2018)

Lambeth Guidance
Development Viability SPD (2017)
Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide (2015)
Waste Storage and Collection Requirements - Technical Specification (2015)
Air Quality Planning Guidance Notes
Employment and Skills SPD (February 2018)
Appendix 4: Joint Objection of the Norwood Action Group and Norwood Planning Assembly
(Joint Objection)

Comments on 19/02840/FUL, 6 Lansdowne Hill, SE27 0AR
on behalf of Norwood Action Group and Norwood Planning Assembly

Introduction:

A similar application 18/00580/FUL was refused at PAC on 26th March. The committee members
were far from content on several matters but were persuaded to restrict the formal grounds for
refusal to just one, and it is this that the applicant has sought to address in the current application.
It is noted that the subsequent PAC Members’ Technical Briefing on 29th July 2019 addressed
only the single formal ground for refusal (Appendix 2 of the Planning Statement), and none of the
other matters of concern to the PAC on 26th March. It declined, as has this application, to address
other PAC concerns.

Every new application has to be fully addressed on all its content in an up-to-date context. There is
no reason to believe that the committee is more likely to be content on those other matters than
before, so all the key issues are again addressed in the following comments.

Comments:
Our community groups object to this major planning application for this critical town centre site for
the following principle reasons:

1.

The proposed land use is substantively non-compliant with London Plan 2016 and Lambeth

Local Plan 2015 policy PN7, and draft new policies of both.
2.

This application would thwart the implementation of Policy PN7 for Site 18 as a whole, and

obstruct optimisation of the site.
3.

Access issues contrary to Policy PN7; also pedestrian access issues.

4.

The building and public realm design is not Policy PN7 compliant.

5.

Efforts to negotiate land assembly or joint applications with adjoining landowners that would

enable PN7 policy compliance are ongoing.

There are many additional detailed reasons for objection but in this submission we only address
the principle of the proposal and limited key issues as they should preclude approval. We rely on
Lambeth officers to assess the detailed proposals.

Re 1.
We (and the PAC on 26th March) identified the failure to adequately meet Lambeth Policy PN7
fundamental objectives as a major issue.

The PN7 (current and draft) fundamental objective for Site 18 is ambitious. It seeks to create a
new town centre heart for West Norwood by expanding the retail and leisure offer, day and night
economy, public uses and destinations, outdoor public space, also providing new housing and
employment. It seeks high quality and vibrancy for the long term well-being and prosperity of West
Norwood.
Current London Plan at E7 (and draft) expressly addresses sites where ‘employment’ (as defined)
is no longer practicable. We also draw particular attention to the interpretation of land use policy in
this application predicating employment space as ‘office’ space. We are aware that Lambeth’s
policies define employment as only the B class and related uses. We contend that there are other
forms of commercial employment (also public sector employment) that include leisure, fitness,
food/drink and retail that would better meet PN7 objectives by providing new destinations and
footfall for West Norwood’s future vitality and prosperity. This compares with offices that
experience of other premises in the town centre and the applicant’s own evidence suggests will be
hard to let at a commercial rate.

The officer report for previous application 18/00580/FUL states LLP generic policy for retention of
employment floor space was substituted with offices of lesser employment area. This also
overrides specific site policies contained in PN7. Specific site policy may not be set aside in this
manner as PN7 is at the head of the hierarchy. PN7 requires ‘new destinations’ which would
create employment; none are planned, and alternative types of uses which also create jobs could
provide this.

This application is in respect of the largest portion of Site 18 under single private ownership. It
provides just a block of flats and an office block, plus access. This perhaps at best addresses just
three strands of policy and ignores all the remainder of Policy PN7 for Site 18. This largely
defeats specific site policy so the application should be refused.

The applicant makes it clear in the dated Commercial Report (February 2018) submitted as part of
the current application that the office use may not be viable and is only proposed to satisfy this
divergence from policy by officers. We believe viability has worsened due to removal of windows,
and market conditions.

There must be a real risk that the office is never delivered and instead another application is made.
Whilst every application is treated on its merits, refusal of a future application could become much
harder if so much should be conceded by approval of this application.

In addition, the applicant’s expressed concerns over viability and those of the council’s assessors
must have fed through into how much affordable housing the development can and should support.
Other uses would likely enable more provisions of much needed homes.

Re 2.
It would not be possible for the numerous omitted policy requirements to be offset within the
remaining portions of Site 18 that are not part of this application. The application relates to the
largest site in single private ownership and that, unlike Lambeth’s B&Q site, is available for
development in the near future. It is located at what Lambeth identifies as the heart of the intended
new town centre. Furthermore a grant of permission on this site will set a precedent for future
applications elsewhere on Site 18 that: ‘it is enough in land use terms to deliver just homes and
weak employment opportunity’. The entire of Site 18 could become just homes and offices,
destroying Lambeth PN7 policy for so much more, inconsistent with a new heart for West
Norwood.
In West Norwood & Tulse Hill – A Manual for Delivery guidance, it proposes that Lambeth should
proactively lead site assembly using joint ventures and/or compulsory purchase. It states that
piecemeal development of Site 18 may only be permissible provided that it does not limit future
options and is a ‘last resort’. This application should be refused as further site assembly is likely.
The defeat of policy for Site 18 as a whole by piecemeal development above is contrary to both
LLP policy and MFD guidance.

Officers had advised the applicant to abandon its first plan and design something that reflects MFD
guidance, and this second design became both the previous and current planning applications.
However, the MFD illustrates three possible layouts; page 92 ‘Conceptual Key Diagrams’; page 95
‘Illustrative sketch’; page 99 ‘Potential development layout’. Moreover, on page 99 it states ‘This
report is not the final word…’.

In addition, officers then advised the applicant to not have windows in the northern half of the office
block eastern elevation (possibly having advising similarly regarding the northern elevation) in
anticipation of future neighbouring developments. In directing and maintaining this advice we
regard that officers have acted ultra vires.
The MFD is only Investment and Growth’s guidance, not even Planning guidance. Direction of this
kind may not be given in anticipation of something that may or may not happen.

False windows limit flexible use within the building due to lack of natural light and ventilation for a
significant amount of floor space. The current proposal does not optimise the development.

Re 3.
The failure so far to achieve a larger contiguous site through land assembly or a joint application
will result in incomplete or unsatisfactory access within Site 18 as a whole. PN7 anticipates new
public destinations and public spaces, yet there are none in this application.

This development is factually counter to improving public access due to effectively privatising the
entire space as there are no public destinations whatsoever. This is fundamentally contrary to
Policy PN7, so the application should be refused.

The pedestrian links to the York Hill Estate may prove impossible to deliver. YHE has no public
rights of way, and as some of the flats are privately owned, they may withhold consent if able to do
so. It may be assumed that this will be tried as councillors have established that there is
opposition on YHE for these links as it is regarded as improving access to those of bad intent, and
therefore is also a crime and safety consideration.
‘Passive surveillance’ would do little to safeguard especially as in this scheme there is such limited
extent, worsened by the false windows on the north and east frontages of the proposed Block C
offices. These are opposite existing uses (a small car park and car repair and related businesses)
which also provide little surveillance, and that many currently consider to be a threatening location.

The red line boundary does not cover the whole area of works and thus to complete the route and
open to the public a further planning permission is required. The northern link cannot be delivered
until the B&Q site is available, and by then use of the land for the link may be preferred for another
use. There must be a satisfactory fallback position as to interim use of the space.

The pedestrian access to and from York Hill Estate, although possibly PN7 compliant, is
undesirable and unsatisfactory. They include flights of steps that would not be usable by those
who would benefit most: those with wheelchairs or push chairs, and those of severely reduced
mobility.

The PN7 requirement for this pedestrian access to and from York Hill Estate is proved undesirable,
and it would be perverse if enforced whilst other fundamental PN7 objectives are not. Not to
enforce pedestrian access would be to the satisfaction of all parties. A precedent has already

been set in this application: some PN7 policies have been arbitrarily selected or dismissed. We
suggest this particular element is no longer desirable for the clearest of reasons.

Given these matters, the current proposals are perverse in these respects and need further
consideration.

Re 4.
Policy PN7 requires ‘landmark buildings’, ‘distinction and quality’, ‘focal points and destinations’ for
what the council intends to be a new heart for West Norwood. What is offered is a block of flats
and a block of offices that both have bland ‘anywhere’ design, and have no distinctive features to
meet these policy requirements.

Whilst undistinctive design might be acceptable in a non-central location, it is totally unacceptable
for this PN7 designated landmark site. It would adversely affect the appearance of West Norwood’s
town centre and undermine its vitality, public enjoyment and prosperity for decades to come. It
would also set an undesirable precedent for future developments in Site 18

All this is fundamentally contrary to Policy PN7, so this application should be refused.

Regarding the false windows in the north and 50% of the east elevations of Block C, this is an
unacceptable proposal as there is a straightforward alternative (which is given later).
‘Ceramic backed glass’ false windows do not appear to be real windows from outside as they
reveal neither internal lighting nor movement (as illustrated in the previous application
18/00580/FUL), instead are just lifeless shiny panels that appear as if an empty, dark and lifeless
building. Occupants, depending on internal layout, would be in a boxed space with no outlook, no
natural light or ventilation, or at best much reduced natural light. Also there is no possibility of
passive surveillance to the north and east.

False windows would further limit the commercial viability of the application by making the
business units more difficult to let as flexible working space, and presumably if let would be at a
lower rate. This is contrary to site optimisation.

The Commercial Report is dated February 2018 and is unchanged from as submitted for the
previous application 18/00580/FUL, which was prior to council officer direction that windows be
eliminated. In any circumstances in such changeable market conditions, this report is

unacceptably dated, and does not take into account the above matter. In particular, it was stated
that no operator had been found for the commercial space. This already strongly suggested the
commercial non-viability of Block C, and that was before the windows were eliminated.
The sole reason for the false windows is to ‘improve’ the external appearance of Block C compared
to plain brick, pending the possible (but not assured) abutment of a further development as
envisaged in West Norwood & Tulse Hill – A Manual for Delivery. There are no lawful planning
grounds for anticipation of this kind.

The offices are unsatisfactory employment space for the reason of absence of windows and due to
this, and general commercial unviability in West Norwood, is likely to become a commercial ‘white
elephant’. The highly improbable figure of employing 120, even if achieved, would not bring
significant activity and vitality to the area.
The MFD is not adopted policy, it is declared as ‘guidance’ and furthermore this is guidance
provided by the council’s Investment and Growth officers as compared to any formal guidance from
the Planning Department. For officers to turn this ‘guidance’ to a specific requirement to enable
recommendation for grant of permission is surely unlawful.
Applications are always decided on a ‘first come basis’, and it is unlawful to anticipate in this way
future development which may or may not happen. The immediately adjoining land to the east in
Waylett Place is in Lambeth ownership, but other property on Waylett Place and the Norwood
Road frontage is in private ownership. Re-development on these adjoining sites is sheer
conjecture and cannot be guaranteed and cannot lawfully determine the design of a live
application.

The simple answer to this one particular issue is to revert to real windows instead of false. If a
future application comes forward for adjacent land which would rely on abutment and blocked
windows, then this issue should be considered only then. The council could then properly assess
an application in the light of clear facts, as opposed to now when there are no facts, nothing
planned adjacent whatsoever, let alone certainty. In the meantime that situation could be given
s106 protection, although even then it must be questioned whether this meets the tests for
planning obligations. An s106 agreement could require that if an application is granted on an
adjoining site and is implemented within say 10 years, windows must be blocked if the new plan
requires this.

The development’s impact on adjacent sites and the overall health and prosperity of West
Norwood town centre should be carefully considered on current facts rather than making
assumptions now which may be wrong, or at best take many years to come to fruition. The
consequences would be to disbenefit this particular development as well as West Norwood town
centre as a whole.

Re 5.
The contiguous site issue underscores PN7 policy and MFD guidance preferment, and the
necessity for site assembly. The Planning Statement is totally silent on site assembly or joint
application matters. This is a critical and possibly deliberate omission in the application.

In Appendix 1, the officer report for previous application 18/00580/FUL at 6.6 addresses the issue
and draws conclusions: ‘It was noted that the developer had demonstrated that they had
exhausted a land assembly process and a more ambitious land assembly proved problematic,
which the Investment and Growth Team have accepted.’ These conclusions were never correct
and, based on current evidence, the potential for assembly is growing, though unreported in
Appendix 3.

Appendix 3 shows landowner engagement ending in January 2018. This flies in the face of facts.
The applicant and officers are aware that engagement has been and still is ongoing through 2019,
and the opportunity presented by Lambeth’s purchase of B&Q must not be lost.

This application should be refused as it has not been established that land assembly or joint
applications are impossible, and in fact may well be possible and delivered to the real and crucial
benefit for the future of our town centre.

[END]

